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IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS 
TOM RAMSEY, 
Plaintiff/Appellant, 
vs. 
BRUCE HANCOCK, FIRST SECURITY 
BANK OF UTAH, N.A., and 
JOHN DOES 1 THROUGH 10 
Defendants/Appellee. 
Case No. 20020530-CA 
JURISDICTION AND NATURE OF PROCEEDINGS 
This appeal is from the granting by the Second Judicial District Court of Weber 
County on December 6, 1999 of the Motion filed by the Defendant, First Security 
Bank to dismiss it as a Defendant in the above-entitled action. The basis of the 
Motion was two pronged, the first being that the Plaintiff did not correctly name First 
Security Bank and the second was that the Bank owed no duty to Tom Ramsey, a non-
customer of the Bank. After the Court signed an order dismissing First Security Bank 
as a Defendant, the Plaintiff through his attorney of record filed a motion for the Trial 
Judge to supplement his order dismissing First Security Bank as a Defendant. On 
November 6,2000, Judge Stanton M. Taylor issued a second Memorandum Decision 
stating that the Defendant, First Security Bank, in arguing its motion to dismiss raised 
only one issue of substance. The Court stated that it assumed that everyone 
understood the basis for granting the motion. There was no further explanation in the 
Memorandum Decision. 
The Notice of Appeal was filed with the Utah Supreme Court on June 27,2002 
and was assigned Case Number 20020530-CA. On August 19, 2002 pursuant to 
Section 78-2-2(4), Utah Code Annotated, the case was transferred to the Utah Court of 
Appeals for disposition. 
The Jurisdiction of the Utah Supreme Court is conferred pursuant to U.C.A. Sec 
78-2-2(3)0') Utah Code Annotated. 
STATEMENT OF ISSUE ON APPEAL AND STANDARD OF REVIEW 
POINT I 
WHETHER THE TRIAL COURT COMMITTED REVERSIBLE 
ERROR WHEN IT DISMISSED DEFENDANT, FIRST SECURITY 
BANK OF UTAH, N.A. AS A DEFENDANT IN THE ABOVE 
ENTITLED ACTION PRIOR TO DEFENDANT, FIRST SECURITY 
BANK OF UTAH, N.A FILING AN ANSWER AND WITHOUT A 
HEARING? 
STANDARD OF REVIEW: The Appellate Court must decide whether the facts 
require, as a matter of law, that the action against Defendant should have been 
dismissed without a hearing. A Motion to Dismiss under Utah Rules of Civil 
Procedure is a question of law that the Court reviews for correctness. In reviewing the 
trial court's ruling, the Appellate Court accepts the allegations in the complaint as true 
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and draws all reasonable inferences from those facts in a light most favorable to 
Plaintiff. Cruz v. Middlekauff Lincoln-Mercury, Inc. 909 P2nd 1252 (Utah 1996). 
CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS, STATUTES, AND RULES 
UTAH RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 
Rule 12(b)(6) 
Rule 12 Defenses and Answers 
(b) How Presented. Every defense, in law or fact, to claim for relief in any 
pleading, whether a claim, counterclaim, cross-claim, or third party claim, shall be 
asserted in the responsive pleading thereto, if one is required, except the following 
defenses may at the option of the pleader be made by motion: 
(6) failure to state a claim upon which relief may be granted. 
UTAH CODE ANNOTATED 
Section 70A-3-203 - Negotiable Instruments, provides in part: 
(1) An instrument is transferred when it is delivered by a person other than its 
issuer for the purpose of giving to the person receiving delivery the right to enforce 
the instrument. 
(2) Transfer of an instrument, whether or not the transfer is a negotiation, vests 
in the transferee any right of the transferor to enforce the instrument, including any 
right as a holder in due course by transfer, but the transferee cannot acquire rights of a 
holder in due course by a transfer, directly or indirectly, from a holder in due course if 
the transferee engaged in fraud or illegality affecting the instrument. 
(3) Unless otherwise agreed, if an instrument is transferred for value and the 
transferee does not become a holder because of lack of endorsement by the transferor, 
the transferee has a specifically enforceable right to the unqualified endorsement of 
the transferor, but negotiation of the instrument does not occur until the endorsement 
is made. 
Section 70A-4-207- Bank Deposits and Collections provides in part: 
(1) A customer or collecting bank that transfers an item and receives a settlement 
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or other consideration warrants to the transferee and to any subsequent collecting bank 
that: 
(a) the warrantor is a person entitled to enforce the item; 
(b) all signatures on the item are authentic and authorized; 
(c) the item has not been altered; 
(d) the item is not subject to a defense or claim in recoupment, Section 70A-3-
305, of any party that can be asserted against the warrantor; 
(3) A person to whom the warranties under Subsection (1) are made and who 
took the item in good faith may recover from the warrantor, as damages for breach of 
warranty, an amount equal to the loss suffered as a result of the breach, but not more 
than the amount of the item plus expenses and loss of interest incurred as a result of 
the breach. 
4) The warranties stated in Subsection (1) cannot be disclaimed with respect to 
checks. Unless notice of a claim for breach of warranty is given to the warrantor 
within 30 days after the claimant has reason to know of the breach and the identity of 
the warrantor, the warrantor is discharged to the extent of any loss caused by the delay 
in giving notice of the claim. 
PRESERVATION OF THE ARGUMENTS 
On or about August 20, 1999 the Plaintiff filed with the Second Judicial 
District Court in Weber County, State of Utah a complaint naming as one of the 
Defendants, First Security Bank of Utah, N. A. The Defendant was timely served with 
a summons. 
On October 8,1999, the Defendant, First Security Bank of Utah, N. A pursuant 
to Rule 12(b)(6) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure filed a Motion to Dismiss First 
Security as a Defendant. The basis of the motion was that the Plaintiff incorrectly 
identified First Security Bank of Utah, N. A. and that the Plaintiff failed to state a, 
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claim against First Security upon which relief can be granted. 
The Defendant First Security submitted an accompanying memorandum in 
which it stated that (1) the complaint incorrectly identified the Defendant as First 
Security Bank of Utah, N.A. and that First Security owed no duty of care to plaintiff, a 
non-customer, in relation to checks deposited by Bruce Hancock into Hancock's 
account. 
On December 6, 1999, Judge Stanton M. Taylor, without a hearing signed a 
written order granting First Security's Motion to Dismiss, Judge Taylor further stated 
that the Attorney for First Security was to prepare the Findings and Order. This in 
spite of the fact that the Plaintiff, through his attorneys of record, filed timely in 
opposition to the Defendant First Security's Motion to Dismiss with a supporting 
memorandum. 
There was no hearing prior to the Judge's granting First Security's motion to 
dismiss and therefore, the issue of whether the Trial Judge correctly granted the 
motion is preserved for appeal. 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
On or about August 20,1999 the Plaintiff by and through his attorneys, caused 
to be filed and served upon the Defendant, First Security Bank of Utah, N.A. a 
complaint in which it was alleged that Defendant, Bruce Hancock received various 
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checks of Ogden Livestock Auction, payable to the Plaintiff and which represented 
the proceeds from sales of livestock. Defendant, Bruce Hancock did deliver some of 
the checks to the Plaintiff, but as to other checks payable to Plaintiff, Bruce Hancock, 
without the authorization of the Plaintiff, signed the Plaintiffs name and then 
deposited them in his private accounts maintained at the Defendant, First Security 
Bank, Roy, Utah branch. In a limited number of instances, the checks payable to 
Plaintiff were deposited by First Security Bank in Bruce Hancock's account without 
any endorsement. This practice started approximately January 1, 1997 and ended 
approximately September 30,1997 During this period there were twenty three checks 
totaling One Hundred Ninety Four Thousand Three Hundred Seventy Five & 
29/100($194,375. 29) dollars. 
The complaint further alleged that unidentified employees of the Defendant, 
First Security Bank, knew or should have known that the endorsements of each of the 
checks was irregular and that further inquiry was required. Immediately upon 
discovery of the forged endorsements, the Plaintiff and his attorney contacted the 
Ogden Livestock Auction Corporation and First Security Bank to report the forgery on 
each of the checks. 
Prior to answering the Plaintiffs complaint, the Defendant, First Security Bank 
filed a Motion to dismiss the Plaintiffs complaint only as to First Security. In the 
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motion, First Security argued that the Plaintiff had not set forth the correct name of 
First Security and that First Security owed no duty of care to Plaintiff, a non-customer. 
Within the time limit, the Plaintiff filed in opposition to First Security's Motion 
to Dismiss, supported by memorandum. Without any hearing or further response from 
First Security, on December 6, 1999 the Court granted First Security's Motion to 
Dismiss. In the order, the Court stated that Counsel for First Security was to prepare 
the Findings and Order for signature. 
The Plaintiff on or about December 14, 1999 filed his Motion for the Trial 
Judge to supplement his Order granting First Security's Motion to Dismiss. On or 
about January 4,2000 First Security filed its response to the Plaintiffs Motion for the 
Trial Judge to supplement his order. On November 2,2000 the Trial Judge issued a 
memorandum decision in which he stated "the Defendant in arguing their motion to 
dismiss raised only one issue in their memorandum of substance. The Court in 
granting the motion assumed that everyone would understand the basis for the 
decision related to that issue. It is true that the Order of Dismissal is brief in the 
extreme, but nevertheless covers the necessary ground. I think it safe to say the Court 
was convinced by the arguments contained in the Defendant's memorandum, if that 
would be of further assistance." 
On November 27,2000 the Plaintiff filed his Notice of Appeal with the Second 
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Judicial District Court. The case was filed in the Supreme Court and was assigned 
Case Number 20001107. On December 20, 2000 the Utah Supreme Court, through 
Antjie F. Curry, Staff Attorney stated that the appeal was premature, because the Trial 
Court had not rendered a final judgment as to other parties. The Plaintiff voluntarily 
withdrew his appeal. 
On December 28,2001 the Court entered its judgment against Bruce Hancock, 
the other Defendant in the complaint. However, the Court directed that the Plaintiff 
prepare Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, which were objected to by First 
Security Bank and finally signed by the Court on June 5,2002. The Notice of Appeal 
was filed on June 25, 2002. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
The Plaintiffs Case 
During the period from January 1, 1997 through September 30, 1997 the 
Plaintiff sold various cattle through the Ogden Livestock Auction, Inc, a Utah 
Corporation doing business in Weber County, Utah. At all times relevant to this 
action, the Defendant Bruce Hancock was an employee of Ogden Livestock Auction, 
Inc. (See Complaint Marked Exhibit "A") 
It was discovered that Defendant, Hancock, intercepted many of the checks 
during this period with the explanation that he would deliver the checks to the Plaintiff 
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at his residence in Davis County, Utah. The Plaintiff knows that, in fact, the 
Defendant, Hancock, did deliver a portion of the checks that were made payable to the 
Plaintiff, but did not deliver twenty three (23) checks all made payable to the Plaintiff. 
The Defendant, Hancock, in all but two instances forged the name of the 
Plaintiff on the checks, and deposited the checks in the Defendant's various accounts 
maintained at the Roy, Utah branch of the Defendant, First Security Bank. 
At all times the Defendant, Hancock, maintained one or more accounts with the 
Defendant, First Security Bank. In at least two instances, the Bank accepted the 
Plaintiffs checks without any endorsement and First Security deposited these checks 
in Hancock's accounts. The Plaintiff has identified twenty three checks payable to the 
Plaintiff that were deposited in Hancock's accounts in the total amount of One 
hundred ninety four thousand three hundred seventy five and—39/100 ($194,375.39) 
dollars 
All of the checks were drawn on Ogden Livestock Auction's account 
maintained at Zion's First National Bank. Because of the large number of Plaintiff s 
cattle transactions that passed through the Ogden Livestock Auction it was several 
months before Plaintiff discovered that Hancock was stealing his checks. Several 
demands were made over a period of time for the Livestock Auction to make these 
cashed checks available to Plaintiff. When Plaintiff and his attorney finally received 
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the checks and found that they were forged he notified the Livestock Auction and 
asked for their help. He was advised that the Company was in deep financial trouble 
and could not help him, and to go directly to First Security Bank. Immediately upon 
discovery that Plaintiffs checks, which bore forged endorsements or no endorsements 
and were deposited in accounts maintained at First Security Bank, the Plaintiff signed 
affidavits of forgery. When Ogden Livestock Auction, Inc. refused to do anything, 
Plaintiff delivered the affidavits of forgery with the checks to the Ogden Main Office 
of First Security Bank. (See attached copies of affidavits and checks market Exhibit 
"B") 
Between the date the checks were written and the date the Plaintiff discovered 
the forgeries the drawer of the checks was closed by majority stockholder and later 
dissolved on January 1, 1999 by the Division of Corporation, Department of 
Commerce, State of Utah. 
Despite Plaintiffs presentation of the original checks and filing of affidavits of 
forgery with the Defendant, First Security Bank has refused and failed to reimburse 
the Plaintiff for his losses caused when the bank wrongfully accepted the checks and 
deposited them in the forger, Hancock's accounts. The Plaintiff alleged upon 
information and belief, that the proceeds from all or part of these checks were used by 
Hancock to pay off debt owed to First Security Bank. 
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Shortly after the Plaintiff determined that the Defendant, First Security Bank 
was not going to accept any responsibility for accepting and depositing checks 
naming the Plaintiff as payee and bearing forged or no endorsements, the Plaintiff 
filed this complaint, naming the forger, Hancock and First Security Bank as 
Defendants.( See Complaint as Attached Exhibit "A") 
Defendant First Security Bank case 
After accepting the Plaintiffs summons, the Defendant, through its attorney, 
filed a motion to dismiss the Defendant as a party to the action under the provisions of 
Rule 12(b)(6) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. The basis of First Security 
Bank's motion was that the Plaintiff had not correctly named First Security Bank and 
that the Bank owed no duty to the Plaintiff, a non-customer of the bank.( See First 
Security Bank's Motion to Dismiss, Exhibit "C") First Security Bank filed a 
supporting memorandum in support of its motion to dismiss. 
In its memorandum, First Security correctly stated that Hancock was the 
account holder at First Security who deposited the checks into his account. Plaintiff 
was not the account holder, but was the lawful payee of the checks. First Security in 
support of its position that it owed no duty of care to Plaintiff, does not cite any Utah 
cases. First Security quotes cases from Rhode Island, California, Kansas, North 
Dakota, Colorado and Texas in an attempt to show that the Bank owed no duty to the 
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Plaintiff for its support of the deliberate fraud of the Defendant, Bruce Hancock. (See 
attached Memorandum of First Security supporting its Motion to Dismiss, Exhibit 
"D") 
Shortly after receiving First Security's Motion to Dismiss the Plaintiff filed its 
opposition to First Security's Motion with a supporting Memorandum. ( See 
Plaintiffs Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Dismiss Exhibit "E") 
Actions by the Court 
On December 6, 1999 the Trial Judge, without scheduling or hearing oral 
arguments, in writing granted First Security's Motion to Dismiss it as a Defendant in 
the case. In the decision the Court directed counsel for First Security to prepare 
Findings and Order. (See Decision Exhibit "F") 
On or about December 14, 1999 the Plaintiff filed his Motion for the Trial 
Judge to supplement his order granting the Motion to Dismiss. In the motion the 
Plaintiff requested that the Court state the basis for granting First Security's motion 
to dismiss. ( See Motion Exhibit "G") 
Again, without any hearings scheduled by the Court, on November 2,2000 the 
Trial Judge issued a Memorandum Decision. In the decision the Court stated: 
" The Plaintiff in arguing their motion to dismiss only 
raised only one issue in their memorandums of substance. 
The Court in granting the motion assumed that everyone 
would understand the basis for the decision related to that 
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issue. 
It is true that the Order of Dismissal is brief in the 
extreme, but nevertheless covers the necessary ground. I 
think it safe to say the Court was convinced by the 
arguments contained in the defendant's memoranda, if that 
would be of further assistance. 
(Memorandum Decision Attachment "H") 
On November 22, 2000 the Plaintiff filed with the Second Judicial District 
Court his Notice of Appeal. (Notice of Appeal, Attachment "I") The case was 
assigned to the Utah Supreme Court. On December 20, 2000 Plaintiffs counsel 
received from a Staff Attorney with the Utah Supreme Court a letter indicating the 
Docketing Statement was deficient in that the order sought to be reviewed does not 
appear to be a final judgment. (Letter - Attachment "I") This letter was issued 
because the complaint against the other Defendant, Hancock, had not been resolved. 
Late in December, 2000 the Plaintiff, through his counsel, filed a Notice of 
Withdrawal of that appeal without prejudice. The Utah Supreme Court granted the 
Plaintiffs motion for voluntary withdrawal of his appeal on January 10,2001 ( See 
Order Exhibit "J") 
Based on the facts that Defendant, Hancock's attorney had voluntarily 
withdrawn from the case, Hancock had failed to obtain a substitute attorney and also 
failed to answer the Plaintiffs First Set of Interrogatories, Production of Documents 
and Admissions, the Trial Court on January 15,2002 granted the Plaintiff s Motion to 
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strike Hancock's answer and enter his default. (See Decision Exhibit "K") On June 7, 
2002 the Trial Court signed the Plaintiffs findings of fact and conclusions of law, and 
also entered judgment against the Defendant, Hancock, in the amount of $194,375.29. 
(Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Judgment See Exhibit "L") The Notice of 
Appeal was filed on June 25, 2002. (Notice of Appeal see Exhibit "M") 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
A motion to dismiss under the provisions of Section 12(b)(6) of the Utah Rules 
of Civil Procedure is considered by the Court the same as a Motion for Summary 
Judgment. An Appellate Court's review of the Court's decision to grant a Motion for 
Summary Judgment gives no deference to the ruling of the trial court, but the Court 
views the facts and all reasonable inferences drawn therefrom in the light most 
favorable to the nonmoving party. The Trial Court in granting the Motion to Dismiss 
evidently concluded that as a matter of law, First Security Bank owed no duty to the 
Plaintiff, a non-customer of First Security. To support this position, First Security 
cites cases from other jurisdictions. However, the facts of those cases are not similar 
to the facts of the Plaintiffs case. No Utah Appellate Court has ever ruled on the 
question presented in this case. Does a bank that accepts numerous checks payable to 
the same payee, carrying forged endorsements or no endorsements, which were 
forged by a customer of the bank over a significant period of time and credited to the 
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accounts of the forger, gives rise to a claim against that bank by the Payee. By 
granting the Motion to Dismiss, the Court has denied the Plaintiff the opportunity of 
discovery to determine why the volume of checks all made payable to the same payee, 
did not give rise to suspicion of the bank, especially where the signature of the forger 
was on file with the bank. It also prevented Plaintiff by discovery to ascertain 
whether or not all or part of Plaintiff s moneys deposited in Hancock's accounts went 
to pay debts that Hancock owed to First Security Bank. There was no discovery to 
allow Plaintiff to ascertain the bad faith or complicity of the Bank or its employees in 
Defendant, Hancock's illegal enterprise. Accepting all the facts of the Plaintiffs 
complaint as true, the Court committed reversible error in granting the Defendant, 
First Security Bank's motion to dismiss. 
ARGUMENT 
THE TRIAL COURT COMMITTED REVERSIBLE ERROR WHEN 
IT ENTERED AN ORDER DISMISSING FIRST SECURITY BANK, 
N. A. AS A DEFENDANT IN THE PLAINTIFF ACTION 
The Plaintiff was a cattle grower, who was in the business of purchasing, 
raising and selling beef animals. During the period of January 1, 1997 through 
September 30,1997 the Plaintiff transported on a regular basis beef animals to Ogden 
Livestock Auction for the purpose of selling the beef animals at auction to various 
buyers. 
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During this period, Defendant, Bruce Hancock, was an employee and manager 
of Ogden Livestock Auction, Inc. Because of the volume of animals the Plaintiff was 
selling at the auction, the Plaintiff would cause the animals to be delivered, but would 
sometimes return to his place of business before the animals were actually sold and 
payment received. The Plaintiff relied on the integrity of the Auction Company and 
the oral promise of Hancock that he would deliver the checks to the Plaintiff at his 
place of business. During this period the Defendant delivered a portion of the checks, 
but retained at least twenty-three checks made payable to the Plaintiff. The checks 
retained by the Defendant, Hancock, and deposited by Hancock in Hancock's account 
at Defendant, First Security Bank's Roy, Utah branch totaled $194,375,29. 
By mid February, 1998 the Plaintiff, through his accountant had discovered the 
forged endorsements on some twenty-three checks that were deposited to various 
accounts of Defendant, Hancock, maintained at Defendant, First Security Bank's Roy, 
Utah branch. The Plaintiff obtained affidavits of forgery on a form provided by 
Zion's First National Bank, the bank of the drawer, Ogden Livestock Auction. The 
drawer then refused the Plaintiffs request to forward the affidavits of forgery to its 
bank for return to the cashing or crediting bank. Its excuse was that the company had 
financial and personnel problems and could not help the Plaintiff. 
The drawer closed its business on or about July 20,1998 and was involuntarily 
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dissolved by the State of Utah on January 1, 1999. The Plaintiff and his counsel 
attempted to obtain reimbursement from defendant, First Security Bank, but the bank 
has refused to reimburse the Plaintiff for the losses he suffered. 
The Plaintiff, failing to receive recompense for his losses filed the instant 
lawsuit in the Second Judicial District Court, in Ogden, Utah on or about August 20, 
1999. In the Plaintiffs complaint it was alleged that Defendant, Hancock was an 
officer and employee of Ogden Livestock Auction, Inc. Hancock received various 
checks payable to the plaintiff, which represented the proceeds of sales of livestock, 
upon the representation that he would deliver the checks to the Plaintiff. Hancock 
delivered a portion of the checks to the plaintiff, while depositing other checks 
payable to the plaintiff, without the Plaintiffs authorization, upon endorsements that 
were not the plaintiffs or with no endorsements in various accounts of Hancock 
maintained at the Roy, Utah branch of First Security Bank. The number of the checks 
bearing forged endorsements were twenty-three and were in a total amount of one 
hundred ninety four thousand three hundred seventy five and 29/100 
($194,375.29) dollars. These checks were deposited over a nine-month period. 
The complaint further alleges that it was foreseeable to First Security Bank that 
Plaintiff would be injured by any negligence on its part in the acceptance of the 
multiple amount of checks with endorsements forged by its own customer, and 
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therefore, First Security owed a duty to act with due care in the cashing or depositing 
of checks payable to Plaintiff. 
The complaint further alleges that at all times certain employees of First 
Security Bank knew or should have known that the multiple endorsements were 
irregular or missing, and that further enquiry should have been made. That because of 
the amounts and volume of checks payable to Plaintiff which were deposited in 
Hancock's account over a relatively short period of time First Security Bank was 
negligent in accepting the checks for deposit. 
The Utah Supreme Court in the case of Salt Lake County v Western Dairymen 
Coop. 2002 UT 39 (Utah 2002) stated that in reviewing a grant of summary judgment, 
they view the facts and all reasonable inferences drawn therefrom in the light most 
favorable to the non moving party. Higgins v Salt Lake County 855 P 2nd 231, 233 
(Utah 1993) 
First Security Bank filed its motion to dismiss under Rule 12(b)(6) of the Utah 
Rules of Civil Procedure. Rule 12(b)(6) provides that every defense, in law or fact, to 
claim for relief in any pleading shall be asserted in the responsive pleading thereto, if 
one is required, except the following defense may at the option of the pleader be made 
by motion: failure to state a claim upon which relief may be granted. In considering 
whether a Rule 12(b)(6) should be granted the Utah Court of Appeals in Richards 
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Irrigation Company v Karren 680 P2d 6, 9 (Utah App 1994) this Court stated that 
"when reviewing a motion to dismiss based on Rule 12(b)(6), we accept the material 
allegations of the complaint as true, and will affirm the trials court's decision only if it 
clearly appears that the complaining party can prove no set of facts in support of his or 
her claim. Hansen v Department of Fin, Insts., 858 P 2d 184, 185-186 (Utah App. 
1993) Because the propriety of a Rule 12(b)(6) motion is a question of law, "we give 
no deference to the trial court's ruling." Further, statutory construction presents a 
question of law and we accord the trial court's conclusions no deference. Beynon v. 
St. George-Dixie Lodge #1743, 854 P. 2d 513, 515 (Utah 1993)" 
Section 70A-3-203, Utah Code Annotated - Negotiable Instruments provides in 
part: 
(1) An instrument is transferred when it is delivered by a 
person other than its issuer for the purpose of giving to 
the person receiving delivery the right to enforce the 
instrument (Emphasis added) 
(2) Transfer of an instrument, whether or not the transfer is 
a negotiation, vests in the transferee any right of the 
transferor to enforce the instrument, including any right as 
a holder in due course by transfer, but the transferee cannot 
acquire rights of a holder in due course by a transfer, 
directly or indirectly, from a holder in due course if the 
transferee engaged in fraud or illegality affecting the 
instrument. 
In this case the Defendant, Hancock did not obtain any rights in the instrument 
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because the named payee did not give Hancock the right to enforce the instrument. In 
fact, Hancock obtained the checks by illegal acts, including the forgery of the 
Plaintiffs name on many of the checks. Because Hancock did not obtain any rights in 
the checks and Hancock engaged in illegality affecting the instrument, First Security 
Bank could not obtain any rights as a holder in due course. 
Section 70A-3-203(3) Utah Code Annotated does not aid First Security Bank 
because there was never a valid negotiation. 
Section 70A-4-207 Utah Code Annotated provides in part: 
(1) A customer or collecting bank that transfers an item and 
receives a settlement or other consideration warrants to 
the transferee and to any subsequent collecting bank 
that: 
(a) the warrantor is a person entitled to enforce the 
item; 
(b) all signatures on the item are authentic and 
authorized. 
(c) the item has not been altered; 
(d) the item is not subject to a defense or claim in 
recoupment, Section 70A-3-305, of any party that can 
asserted against the warrantor. 
(4) The warranties stated in Subsection (1) cannot be 
disclaimed with respect to checks. Unless notice of a claim 
for breach of warranty is given to the warrantor within 30 
days after the claimant has reason to know of the breach 
and the identity of the warrantor, the warrantor is 
discharged to the extent of any loss caused by the delay in 
giving notice of the claim. 
Both Defendants have warranted that all signatures on the checks are authentic 
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and under subsection (4) these warranties cannot be waived. However, because all the 
endorsements are forgeries both defendants have breached the warranties that were 
made. 
In these instances, the normal procedure would be for the drawee of the checks 
to file with the drawer of the checks affidavits of forgery. Then the drawer would file 
with the drawer's financial institution the affidavits of forgery. The drawers bank 
would then return the items through the Federal Reserve System to the cashing bank, 
in this case First Security Bank, who would then charge Hancock's accounts and 
ultimately credit the drawers account, who then would issue new checks to the payee. 
This did not happen because the drawer refused to get involved with the drawee. 
Because the drawer of the checks refused to get involved and insisted that 
Plaintiff go to First Security Bank directly, the drawee and his then counsel were 
forced to attempt to obtain reimbursement from First Security. First Security refused 
and this lawsuit followed. 
A number of jurisdictions have ruled that a depositing bank is liable to a non-
customer by reason of their accepting checks bearing a forged endorsement. These 
cases use either one of two basis for their ruling. The first is that the Uniform 
Commercial Code imposes liability on the depositing bank by reason of their 
accepting checks with forged endorsements, because of the banks guarantee of the 
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endorsement. The second is that the banks did not follow normal banking procedure 
in verifying the validity of the endorsements. 
A most recent case was decided by the Court of Appeals of the State of Kansas 
in the case of ALG, Inc. v Estate of Eldred 35 P 3rd 931 (Kan App 2001). In this case 
the Payees of 138 checks brought negligence actions and other claims against the bank 
in which the checks were deposited. The District Court found for the payees. The 
Court of Appeals in affirming the District Court's verdict found that most of the 
checks were made payable to someone other than United Aviation, the account to 
which the checks were deposited. The Plaintiffs argued in their motions that none of 
the checks were properly payable to Defendant's as a matter of law, as that term is 
defined in UCC Section 4-401, because the endorsements were not "effective 
endorsement" as that term is defined in the UCC Section 3-405. 
The Kansas Court of Appeals Id. 934 stated as follows: 
"The liability of a depository bank in accepting for deposit 
checks having missing or forged endorsements is 
adequately covered by the UCC. See e. g. UCC Section 3-
307(b)(2)(iii) (the taker of an instrument has notice of 
breach of fiduciary duty if the instrument is deposited to an 
account other than an account of the fiduciary); UCC 
Section 3:306 (one who is not a holder in due course who 
takes an instrument or its proceeds is subject to a claim of a 
property or possessory right in the instrument or its 
proceeds); UCC Section 3-316 (breach of warranty of 
previous endorsement.) Williams v Liberty Bank & Trust 
Co. 746 So 2d 275, 279-280) LA App 4th Cir 1999) 
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(depository bank liable for conversion when it accepted for 
deposit checks with fraudulent endorsements, city revised 
UCC Section 3-206-3-420) Dalton v Marberry, P.C v 
National Bank 982 SW 2d 231, 237 (Mo 1998) ( allowing 
negligence claims against depository bank who took 
instruments for collection and payment when bank was not 
a holder in due course); see also Leeds v Chase Manhattan 
Bank 331 N J. Super, 732 A. 2d 332 (2000) (depository 
bank strictly liable in conversion by paying on checks and 
forged endorsement, citing revised UCC Section 3-420 and 
UCC Section 4-105) 
The same result was reached by the Court of Appeals of New Mexico in the 
case of Casarez v Garcia 660 P 2nd 598 (N. M. App 1983) where the Court stated the 
Plaintiff as the true owner of the cashier's check had a right to bring an action for 
conversion or negligence against the Bank as drawee when it paid on the unauthorized 
endorsement. 
The same result was reached by the Oregon Court of Appeals in the case of 
Medford Irr Dist. v Western Bank 676 P2d 329 (Or. App. 1984), but for a different 
reason. In that case the bank had a procedure of individually reviewing checks for 
endorsements if the checks were over $5,000.00 However the affidavit of the bank 
was that the cost of reviewing the checks for unauthorized signatures greatly exceeded 
the benefit. The reasonableness of commercial banking standards must be analyzed in 
the context of a bank's duty in relation to the depositors account. The Court further 
stated that although a procedure may be common throughout the banking industry, it 
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is not, by that fact alone, a reasonable procedure. A check that bears an unauthorized 
signature or no endorsement is not properly payable by the bank. The Official 
Comment to UCC Section 4-103 provides that a bank is liable for losses caused by its 
failure to exercise ordinary care. 
First Security, in its motion to dismiss it as a defendant quotes a number of 
cases from other jurisdictions to support its argument that it owed no duty to the 
Plaintiff, a non-customer of the bank. The cases cited by First Security, in 
alphabetical order, are analyzed to show the significant differences from the Plaintiffs 
case. 
The first case Anschutz v Central National Bank of Columbus 112 N.W 2d 545 
(Supreme Court Nebraska 1961) involved two checks, each for $4,500.00 In both 
checks it was alleged that both the payees name and the endorsers name were forged. 
The trial court first sustained a general demurrer to the petition. The plaintiff elected 
to stand on the petition and plead no further. On appeal the Appellant assigns as error 
the court's action in striking certain words from the petition; in sustaining the 
demurrer and dismissing the action; and in holding that the true owner of the check 
paid by the defendant bank to a third party on the forged endorsement of the payee 
was not entitled to collect from the bank even in the absence of the owner's 
negligence. 
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In the Anschutz case, unlike the present case the Court concluded that the 
drawee bank has no means of verifying the authenticity of endorsements made by 
those who are not their customers and who often live in remote localities and whose 
signatures are wholly unknown to them. The Court then held that a drawee bank 
which unwittingly pays a check to a subsequent endorser where the endorsement of 
the payee was previously forged is not liable in an action by the payee either on 
contract or for money had and received or for conversion. This is contrasted with the 
present case where the forger is the customer of the bank, and the bank had the 
forger's signature on file. The bank knew the forger and consequently was able to 
verify the forgers signature on the checks, especially based on the volume and 
amounts of the checks deposited over a relatively short period of time. 
The second case E. F. Hutton Mortg Corp v Equitable Bank, N.A. 678 F Supp 
587 (D. Md. 1988) involved a suit filed by a mortgage company against a bank for 
fraud and negligence claims arising out of a relationship with a company which 
purchased second and third mortgages. Both parties had moved for summary 
judgment. The Court held that neither party was entitled to judgment against the other 
because neither party could prove the elements of fraud under Maryland law. This 
case has no relevance as to this case. 
The third case, Schleicher v Western States Bank 314 N.W. 2nd 393 ( N. D. 
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1982) involved the issue of whether the payee on a check cashed at defendant bank 
was able to sue the bank after he was charged with theft of property. The plaintiff 
sued for damages for alleged malicious prosecution, defamation, libel and slander, 
intentional infliction of emotional distress, invasion of privacy and for return of the 
proceeds of check he was alleged to have forged. In the that case the Defendant 
moved for summary judgment. The trial court granted the Bank's motion for 
summary judgment based upon the record of the case, concluding there was no 
genuine issue of material fact and that the Bank was entitled to judgment as a matter 
of law. The Supreme Court of North Dakota affirmed the ruling of the lower court 
The Court ruled that as a matter of law, that when the Bank gave the police a 
photocopy of the check, which was not forged by the Plaintiff, it could not reasonably 
foresee that it would lead to the arrest of the Plaintiff. Therefore, there was no issue 
of material facts and that the Bank was entitled to summary judgment as a matter of 
law. This case again has no relevance to the case on appeal here. 
The fourth case Bank Polsdka Kasa Opieki v Pamrapo Sav. Bank 909 F Supp 
948 (D. N. J. 1995) The case was before the Federal District Court on various motions 
for summary judgment. The Court granted Pamrapo motion for summary judgment, 
Chase Manhattan' motion for summary judgment is granted in part and denied in part 
and Meliado's motion for summary judgment was denied. The issue was over a 
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forged endorsement on a $2,000,000.00 cashiers check. In deciding whether to grant 
the various parties motions for summary judgment the court determined whether a 
party had raised an issue of material facts. The Court did not address the issue of 
whether the bank had a duty to a non-customer of the bank on a forged 
endorsement. It is significant that there was only one check involved in this case. 
The next case cited by First Security in its memorandum supporting its 
motion to dismiss was Pennsylvania National Turf Club, Inc v Bank of West Jersey 
386 A. 2d 932 (Superior Ct of N.J. 1978).This case involved the issue of checks 
cashed by Plaintiff at Defendant's bank which were returned for insufficient funds. 
The Plaintiff was engaged in a check cashing service. One horse trainer used the 
Plaintiffs check cashing service extensively. The checks were written by the trainer 
on the Defendant's bank. The drawer of the checks had an arrangement with one of 
the Defendant's branch managers that as soon as the checks hit the bank he would 
transfer funds to cover the checks. This arrangement was followed for a number of 
months, but in December 1973 the money was not deposited. Ultimately checks not 
covered by funds were returned. The Court held that the defendant followed normal 
banking procedures in returning the checks and both the Plaintiff and the Defendant 
did not follow normal banking procedures in the handling of the drawers account. 
Therefore both were responsible for the losses they sustained. The Court reversed the 
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District Court judgment and entered judgment for the Defendant. 
The next case cited was Roy Supply, Inc v Wells Fargo Bank, N. A. 46 Cap Rep 
2d 309 ( Cal App 3 Div 1995) This case involved the issue of whether corporate 
depositors may pursue causes of action against their bank for the negligent payment of 
forged checks when they failed to discover and report the forgeries to the bank in a 
timely manner. The Court held that where the Plaintiffs failed to comply with the 
provisions of California Uniform Commercial Code in a timely manner the 
Corporations were not entitled to recover. Further, the President of the Company had 
no right in his individual name to sue for recovery of the forged checks because the 
bank owed no duty of care to the president individually. 
The next cited case was Volpe v Fleet National Bank 710 A. 2d 661 (R.I 1998) 
This case involved the issue of whether the plaintiff may recover from the cashing 
bank money paid out on the forged endorsement of a single check. The Trial Court 
granted summary judgment to the Bank on the basis that the bank owed no duty to the 
plaintiff, a non customer, in negotiating the forged endorsement and that the bank had 
acted in a commercially reasonable manner in negotiating the check. In this case the 
Plaintiff had engaged an attorney to represent her in a personal injury case. The 
attorney settled the case without the knowledge of the Plaintiff and received a check 
payable to the Plaintiff and the attorney. The attorney forged the Plaintiffs name on 
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the check and signed his own name. The check was deposited in the attorneys 
account. The Court affirmed the Trial Court's decision holding that absent extra 
ordinary circumstances the bank owed no duty to the Plaintiff, a non-customer in 
negligence for having failed to ascertain whether the check bears the payee's genuine 
endorsement. To reach this result the Court found that the bank had acted in good 
faith. 
All of the cases cited by First Security Bank in support of its motion to dismiss 
and on which the District Court relied involve facts or rulings different from the facts 
of this case. In the instant case there was not a single check, but twenty-three checks 
each bearing a forged endorsement or no endorsement credited to the account of 
Hancock, all at a single branch of First Security. The amount of the checks is also 
very significant. 
The District Court in dismissing First Security as a defendant before it even 
filed an answer deprived the Plaintiff of discovery to determine if Hancock had a 
special relationship with one or more of the officers or employees of First Security or 
if Hancock was indebted to First Security, thereby providing a reason for First 
Security to accept checks with forged endorsements. The Plaintiff also should be 
allowed to develop facts to show that the bank in this case was not acting in a 
commercially reasonable manner in negotiating the twenty-three checks. Further, the 
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Court by granting the motion to dismiss ignored the warranties of the genuineness of 
the endorsement as set forth in the Utah Uniform Commercial Code. 
CONCLUSION 
The Court committed reversible error when, without a hearing, it dismissed the 
Plaintiffs complaint, without finding of fact or conclusions of law, as to the liability of 
First Security Bank for cashing twenty Ihree checks all bearing either forged 
endorsements or no endorsements and crediting all the checks to the account of a 
customer of First Security Bank. The Court further committed reversible error in 
determining that First Security Bank had no duty to the Plaintiff, a non-customer of the 
bank and further that it acted in a commercially reasonable manner in accepting for 
deposit some twenty-three checks over a nine-month period. The Court denied the 
Plaintiff the opportunity for discovery and presenting evidence to a judge or jury that 
the bank was not acting in a commercially reasonable manner in its dealings between 
Hancock and First Security Bank. Therefore, the order of the Court granting First 
Security Bank's motion to dismiss it as a Defendant should be reversed. 
DATED this / o day of January 
Attorney for Plaintiff/Appellant 
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IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF WEBER COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
TOM RAMSEY 
) COMPLAINT 
Plaintiff ) 
) CASE NUMBER 
vs ) 
) JUDGE 
BRUCE HANCOCK, FIRST SECURITY ) 
BANK OF UTAH, NA and JOHN ) 
DOES I THROUGH 10 ) 
Defendants ) 
1. Plaintiff, Tom Ramsey, is, and at all times mentioned was 
a resident of Davis County, State of Utah. 
2. Defendant, Bruce Hancock is believed to be a resident of 
the County of Weber, State of Utah. 
3. Defendant, First Security Bank of Utah, N.A. is a national 
bank and is, and at all times mentioned, was a banking corporation 
with its principal place of business at 79 South Main Street, Salt 
FILE COPY 
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Lake City, Utah, also operating a branch bank at 5603 South 1900 
West, Roy, Utah. 
4. The true names and capacities, whether individual, 
corporate, associate, representative, or otherwise, of defendants 
Does 1 through 10, inclusive, ar*e unknown to plaintiff, who 
therefore sues them by such fictitious names. Plaintiff will amend 
this complaint to show true names and capacities when they have 
been ascertained. 
5. For the period beginning approximately January 1, 1997 
through October 1, 1997 the Plaintiff was in the business of 
raising, buying and selling various breeds of livestock. 
6. During the above referenced period the Plaintiff sold a 
majority of his livestock through the Ogden Livestock Auction, Inc. 
located at 2485 West 4000 North in the City of Farr West, County of 
Weber, State of Utah. 
7. At all times relevant hereto, the Defendant, Bruce 
Hancock, was an officer or employee of Ogden Livestock Auction, 
Inc., a Utah Corporation 
8. The Defendant, Bruce Hancock received various check's 
payable to the Plaintiff, which represent the proceeds of sales of 
livestock, upon the representation that he would deliver the checks 
to the Plaintiff. 
9. It is believed that the Defendant, Bruce Hancock, actually 
delivered a portion of the checks to the Plaintiff, while 
depositing other checks payable to the Plaintiff, without the 
Plaintiff's authorization, with endorsements which were not the 
endorsement of the Payee or with no endorsement in one or more of 
the Defendant's checking or savings accounts maintained at the 
Defendant, First Security Bank's branch at 5603 South 1900 West in 
Roy, Utah. 
10. Plaintiff is informed and believes, and thereon alleges, 
that between January 1, 1997 and September 30, 1997, Defendant, 
Bruce Hancock presented numerous checks payable to the order of the 
Plaintiff at the Defendant, First Security Bank of Utah, NA Roy 
Branch for deposit to one or more of the personal accounts 
belonging to the Defendant, Bruce Hancock. 
11. During the period January 1, 1997 to September 30, 1997 
Defendant , Bruce Hancock presented to Defendant, First Security 
Bank of Utah, N.A. the checks either each bearing a forged 
indorsement of the payee/Plaintiff or no indorsement. Defendant 
Bank, First Security Bank of Utah, N.A. credited to the account of 
the Defendant, Bruce Hancock the face amount of the checks, each 
being drawn by Ogden Livestock Auction, Inc on Zion's First 
National Bank, as follows: 
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Check Number Pahs of Check Amount 
7008 January 6, 1997 $ 7,158.94 
7011 January 6, 1997 8,942.50 
7015 January 6, 1997 13,369.56 
7103 Januaryl3, 1997 8,740.42 
7351 
7445 
8018 
8145 
8638 
8727 
8968 
9003 
10155 
10157 
10221 
10229 
10263 
10291 
10334 
10381 
10410 
10383 
10412 
February10,1997 
Februaryl0,1997 
March 24, 1997 
March 31, 1997 
April 23, 1997 
May 5, 1997 
May 30, 1997 
June 2, 1997 
July 25 1997 
July 25 1997 
August 8 1997 
August 8 1997 
August 8 1997 
August 12 1997 
August 15 1997 
August 22 1997 
August 26 1997 
Sept 22 1997 
Sept 26,1997 
11,972 
26,428. 
18,042 
11,083. 
570. 
16,855, 
10,800. 
11,476. 
6,935, 
5,377. 
1,804. 
4,725. 
539. 
6,239 
2,687 
3,433 
13,552, 
1,076, 
2,563. 
.87 
.76 
.92 
.14 
.95 
.07 
.00 
.59 
.02 
.38 
.79 
.07 
.00 
.04 
.26 
.68 
.69 
.30 
.52 
12. It was foreseeable to Defendant, First Security Bank of 
Utah N.A. that Plaintiff would be injured by any negligence on its 
part in the acceptance of the checks for collection from the drawee 
bank and, therefore, Defendant, First Security Bank of Utah, N.A. 
owed Plaintiff a duty to act with due care in the cashing or 
depositing of checks payable to the Plaintiff or his order. 
13. Plaintiff is informed and believes, and therefore 
alleges, that at all times mentioned Defendant, First Security Bank 
of Utah, N.A. acting through its agents, employees, and managing 
officers, caused an unidentified employee or unidentified employees 
to be employed within the Roy Branch of Defendant , First Security 
Bank of Utah, N.A. 
14. Plaintiff is informed and believes, and thereon alleges, 
that such unidentified employee or unidentified employees was or 
were presented with the checks referenced above by defendant, Bruce 
Hancock. 
15. Plaintiff is informed and believes, and thereon alleges, 
that such unidentified employee or unidentified employees of 
Defendant, First Security Bank of Utah, N.A., knew or should have 
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known that the endorsement of each of the checks was irregular and 
that further inquiry was required. 
16. Defendant, First Security Bank of Utah, N.A. deposited 
the various checks presented by Defendant, Bruce Hancock, without 
making any reasonable attempt to verify the indorsements on the 
checks or Defendant First Security Bank of Utah, N.A. allowed 
employee authorization to deposit the checks in the Defendant, 
Bruce Hancock various accounts without his indorsement thereon. 
17. Immediately upon discovery, the Plaintiff personally and 
by and through his counsel, Maurice Richards, notified the 
Defendant, First Security Bank of Utah, N.A. of the forged 
indorsements by delivery of the original checks to the Defendant, 
First Security Bank of Utah, N.A. and requesting the amounts of the 
checks be paid to the Plaintiff, which the Defendant, First 
Security Bank of Utah, N.A. has either refused or failed to 
reimburse the Plaintiff for his losses and has failed to return the 
checks to the Plaintiff. 
18. Defendant, First Security Bank of Utah, N.A. breached 
its duty of care in that it failed to take reasonable steps 
available to it to ascertain the genuineness of the indorsements of 
the checks and failed to cause Defendant, Bruce Hancock to endorse 
the checks before accepting the checks for deposit or cashing. 
19. Defendant, First Security Bank of Utah, N.A. was 
negligent in depositing the checks presented by Defendant, Bruce 
Hancock without following reasonable commercial banking procedures 
and standards, in that it knew Bruce Hancock and permitted checks 
made payable to the Plaintiff to be deposited in the Defendant, 
Bruce Hancock's personal or business checking accounts, either 
without indorsement or verifying with the Plaintiff the authority 
for Bruce Hancock depositing the checks in his personal or business 
checking accounts. Plaintiff will recover the above checks from 
Defendant, First Security Bank of Utah, N.A. by discovery and will 
make them a part of the complaint by addendum. 
20. As a direct and proximate result of the negligence of 
Defendant, First Security Bank of Utah, N.A., Plaintiff was damaged 
in the sum of $194,375.29, together with interest as permitted by 
law. 
21. Plaintiff affirmatively alleges that upon discovery the 
Plaintiff may discover other checks that the Defendant, Bruce 
Hancock, deposited in his personal or business checking account, at 
Defendant, First Security Bank of Utah N.A. Roy, Utah office, which 
were the property of the Plaintiff, and were deposited without 
authority from the Plaintiff. Upon discovery, the Plaintiff prays 
for authority to amend the amount prayed for to reflect after 
discovered checks. 
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Wherefore, Plaintiff prays that the Court: 
1. Award judgment to Plaintiff against the Defendants, 
jointly and severally, in the amount of $194,375.29,or as 
additionally shown at trial, together with interest on that amount 
at the legal rate from October 1, 1997 to the date of the judgment. 
2. Award costs to Plaintiff; and 
3. Grant such other and further relief as it deems just and 
proper. 
DATED this 20 Day of August, 1999 
Telephone Number (801) 399 4191 
Plaintiff's Address 
1731 West 700 South 
Syracuse, Utah 84075 
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ADDENDUM B 
ZIONS UTAH BANCORPORATION 
ZIONS FIRST NATIONAL BAKE. 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 
FORGED SIGNATURE AFFIDAVIT 
COUNTY OF, 
STATE OF . 
Weber 
Utah SS: 
Tom Ramsey 
being duly sworn 
according to law deposes and says chat 9 . ?.c.. N o . . . 79.W - purported to 
be signed b y . J™. * * ? ! ? ? drawnonche.. .?*?ns .Bank 
dated . . . \~£-.¥. payable to the orfer o f . . . . Tom.Ramsey 
in the sum of $.' . ? 2 ?^.2J.5.0... was noc . . .rAc.?^Y?? by him or with his knowledge and consent. 
(Jssximd or RecMjywd) 
Said affiant further states that any signature which appears on said check as •e.n.ci?r?.e.1; 
(Makar or Zadonar) 
is not his signature. 
The afEant further states that he never received any benefit from or any value of said check or any 
part thereof, and further states chat he did not present this check for negotiation or payment. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 
day of. 19 
Notary Public. 
O N 
DTS D|3QM S3WH} H W2 
KVi| J9 JLUIIT53S 1S«J 
CD 
I 
PAY TO 
THE 
ORDER OF 
OGDEN LIVESTOCK AUCTION, INC 
2485 W. 4000 N. 
FARR WEST, UT 84404 
* * * 8 , 9 4 2 D o l l a r s and 50 Cen ts 
RAMSEY, TOM 
1731 W 700 S 
SYRACUSE UT 84075 
ZIONS BANK 
Zions First National Bank 
Logan City CfM'/>J0<6 tf>9$th Main 
Logan Utah 84321 
31-5/1240 
61 
7011 
VOID AFTER 90 DAYS 
OGDEN LIVESTOCK AUCTION INC 
•CUSTODIAL ACCOUNT FOR SHIPPER S PROCEEDS 
n»oo ?o i in* I: I at.00005m: E.I i2E.ee on- •••ooooa^EBO/ 
ZIONS UTAH BANCORPORATION 
ZIONS FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 
FORGED SIGNATURE AFFIDAVIT 
Weber 
COUNTY OF 
Utah 
STATE OF, 
SS: 
...J™*™??? being duly sworn 
Check 7015 
according' 03 law deposes and says chat .No - purported co 
be signed by. J / E ™ . ? ? ^ ? drawxronthe . . J i o n s J*ank 
dated. .\"^Z?1 payable to the order of.. . .T.qm .Ramsey 
in the sum of $ . . 1.^369.56# VfZS noc ^ ^ receiyed^ jjy j ^ ^ ^^ j ^ knowledge and consent. 
(Issued or Ktcamd) 
Said affiant further states that any signature which appears on said check as .???P.r.^?F 
(Makar or Endorser)* 
is not his signature. 
The affiant further states that he never received any benefit from or any value of said check or any 
part thereof, and further states that he did not present this check for negotiation or payment. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 
, day of. 19 
Notary Public. 
OGDEN LIVESTOCK AUCTION, INCT^" 
2485 W. 4000 N. 
FARR WEST, UT 84404 
ZIONS BANK 
Zions First National Bank 
Logan City Center Office 99 North Main 
7015 
PAY TO 
THE 
ORDER OF 
**1fc,369 D o l l a r s and 56 Cents 
RAMSEY, TOM 
1731 W 700 S 
SYRACUSE UT 84075 
* * 1 4 , 3 6 9 . S 6 
IS / VOID AFTER 90 DAYS 
OGDEN LIVESTOCK AUCTION INC 
CUSTODIAL ACCOUNT FOR SHIPPER S PROCEEDS 
wooTOiSu- i:is»i0ooo5iii: &i la&ea OH- .«looall^3E>c^5&,•, 
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o* 
a\ 
winjao ui»D3s issu 
CO 
I 
e* 
ZIONS UTAH BANCORPORAiiON 
ZIONS FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 
FORGED SIGNATURE AFFIDAVIT 
COUNTY OF. Weber 
STATE OF. 
Utah 
SS: 
. . . . ? ? ? . KaF.s^X being duly sworn 
Check 7008 
according to law deposes and says that -No - purported to 
be signed by. ..??!*£*£?&. drawn on the Zipjx&.Bauk 
dated. . . A""A"?Z payable to die order of TOT .Ramsey 
in the sum of J . . { i l$$;?A . . was not ?£C.eAXQ4 by him or with his knowledge and consent, 
Qssoad or Haccmd) 
Said affiant further states that any signature which appears on said check as . 
is not his signature. 
endorser 
(Makar or Eadoisar) 
The afiiant further states that he never received any benefit from or any value of said check or any 
part thereof, and further states that he did not present this check for negotiation or payment. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 
, day of. 19 
Notary Public. 
PAY TO 
THE 
ORDER OF 
OGDEN LIVESTOCK AUCTION, INC. 
2485 W. 4000 N. 
FARR WEST, UT 84404 
* * * 7 , 158 D o l l a r s and 94 Cents 
RAMSEY, TOM 
1731 W 700 S 
SYRACUSE UT 84075 
ZIONS BANK 
7wns First National Bank 
Logan City cQu\rpfjiQ f9<&l&th Main 
Logan Utah 84321 
7008 
31 5/1240 
61 
* * * 7 , 158.94 
^ / VOID AFTER 90 DAYS 
OGDEN LIVESTOCK AUCTION INC 
CUSTODIAL ACCOUNT FOR SHIPPER S PROCEEDS 
II-OO 700BU" >: 1 2 1 . 0 0 0 0 5 L.C E.I 12E.2B On" 
.•'0000 7 I S B ^ / 
win JO mwm lsau 
C8Z8-fr/6-l08 
in xrrs >ia SNOIZ 
vsoooovzt 
io.Z6jvr 
ZIOINS UIAxi S A ^ C U K T U K A ^ J N 
ZIONS HRST NATIONAL BANK 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 
FORGED SIGNATURE AFFIDAVIT 
COUNTY OF. Weber 
Utah 
STATE OF, 
SS: 
Tom Ramsey 
, being duly sworn 
according to law deposes and says chat..v??9K No Z103 - purported co 
be signed by . . . .T??.???.S.?Y dravnroadie . . . 2 iqn« .Pwk 
dated .17.1,3.".9.7. .payable co cbe order of .XQHL itemssy 
in the sum of $ . r . \ . . . . . . . . . was n o t . . . F?.c.£iY?£ by him or with his knowledge and consent. 
(Issued or Racsxvad) 
Said affiant further states that any signature which appears on said check as . . . PA&QT5W. 
(Makar or Zadozsor) 
is not his signature. 
The affiant further states that he never received any benefit firom or any value of said check or any 
part thereof, and further states chat he did not present this check for negotiation or payment. 
Subscribed and sworn co before me this 
day of. 19 
Notary Public. 
OGDEN LIVESTOCK AUCTION, INC. 
2485 W. 4000 N. 
FARR WEST, UT 84404 . * 
ZIONS BANK 
Zions First National Bank 
Lo%an City Mam 
Logan Utah 84321 
31 5/1240 
81 
7103 
PAY TO 
THE 
ORDER OF 
***&,!40 VOZZOAA and 24 CerLta 
TOM KAMSEV 
S?uu**~,>t ***** 
* * * S , 7 4 0 . 2 4 
j&yiifttscf— 
VOID AFTER 90 DAYS 
OGDEN LIVESTOCK AUCTION INC 
CUSTODIAL ACCOUNT FOR SHIPPER S PROCEEDS 
H B 00 7 10 3H- i : iBl«Q000 5 i f i : E.L 126 28 0HB / O O D D B T i f O E i i / 
CD 
DTS sraon STUWO » m 
win J0Aiiao3sisau 
mwmu 26/si/w 
CO 
€8Z8-frZG-l09 
M X ) I S X I SNOB 
ST ,Z6jVf\ 
ZIONS UTAH BAiNCORPORA.-JN 
ZIONS FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
SALT LAZE CITY, UTAH 
FORGED SIGNATURE AFFIDAVIT 
COUNTY OF y??.E.R. 
Utah 
STATE OF 
Tom Ramsey 
^ being duly sworn 
according to law deposes and says that PJ\3QH No 7351 - purported to 
be signed by T?? . . R ^?>y .drawnonthe ZiQUS. JBank 
dated... ?7?7?7 , payable to the order of .iQm. Ramsey 
in the sum of 5 . . . . v l7?: ?7. . was not FPPAiYStf by him or with his knowledge and consent. 
(Issued or Recaxrtd) 
Said affiant further states that any signature which appears on said check as EudQX&er 
(Maksr or Endorser) 
is not his signature. 
The affiant further states that he never received any benefit from or any value of said check or any 
part thereof, and further states that he did not present this check for negotiation or payment. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 
day of 19 
Notary Public. 
/ SS: 
OGDEN LIVESTOCK AUCTION, INC. 
2485 W. 4000 N, 
FARR WE$T. UT 84404 , , 
ZIONS BANK 
Zions First National Baqk 
Loxan City CUUf JbQ3<fiijohh Mam 
Logan, Utah 84UI 
31-5/1240 
61 
7351 
. PAY TO 
THE 
ORDER OF 
**JT f 972 VoJUaKA and 81 Cunt A 
RAMSEV, TOM ' '< 
173! W 700 S > 
. SYRACUSE [XX 840T5 
* * n , 9 7 2 . 8 7 
VOID AFTER 90 DAYS 
OGDEN LIVESTOCK AUCTION, INC 
CUSTODIAL ACCOUNT FOR SHIPPERS PROCEEDS 
u ' 0 0 ? 3 5 l u « •: I 21*0000 5M: E.I 12E.EB On' . '•QOOuqTea?/ 
OTS mm si 
win JO AII 
mm H AW 
CVJ 
en 
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€$U8-frZ6-l09 
ZIONS UTAH BAiNCOKTUKALvN 
ZIONS FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 
FORGED SIGNATURE AFFIDAVIT 
COUNTY OF. 
STATE OF, 
Weber 
Utah 
SS: 
J.°™ .R i^nsey^
 b c i n g d u l y 
sworn 
according to law deposes and says that.. „ .Q^?pK No .7.445 ~ pxirporced co 
be signed b y . . . J1!0.1? .??P.s£y. drawn on die. Zioos . Bank 
dated 2-10-97 .payable to the order of Tom .Ramsey 
in the sum of J . ? V i ?r$s?fl.. was not *r.fiQ3iY?d by him or with his knowledge and consent. 
(Issuad or H«c«xv«d) 
Said affiant further states that any signature which appears on said check as , 
is not his signature. 
Endorser 
(Makar or Endorser) 
The affiant funher states that he never received any benefit from or any value of said check or any 
part thereof, and further states that he did not present this check for negotiation or payment. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 
day of. 19 
Notary Public. 
OGDEN LIVESTOCK AUCTION, INC 
2485 W. 4000 N. 
FARR WEST. UT 84404 
ZIONS BANK 
Ztons First National Bank 
Logan City Center Office 99 North Mam 
7445 
PAY TO 
THE 
ORDER OF 
**26,42& VQJM.OX.4 and 16 Centa 
RAMSEy, TOM < 
1737 W 700 S 
SYRACUSE UT S4075 
**26,428.16 
)DAYS 
OGDEN LIVESTOCK AUCTION INC 
CUSTODIAL ACCOUNT FOR SHIPPER S PROCEEDS 
"•ooTitiiS"" i:i2itOooo5iti: E.L la&aa o»- .',ooQaE.uaa?&,'' 
«•» "* ; r " 1 * 
win in AlfioHS isau 
•8W0CW14 26/K/S* 
*J j ^ ~ 4 03 
r • 
M .Z6, r j 
ZIONS UTAH BANCORPORATiuN 
ZIONS FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 
FORGED SIGNATURE AFTTDAVTT 
COUNTY OF . . . KeP.eJ.. 
Utah 
STATE OF, 
SS: 
Tom Ramsey 
according to law deposes and says chat... Check No ?r.,°. 
be signed by . .TPP. RfflH&ey*. , drawnon che ?i?P.s. Bank . . . . 
dated... . 3.-2.4.-9.7. payable to che order of J.°™ .??F1S.?Y 
being duly sworn 
. . - purported co 
in the sum of $—1.8.*Q42#9Z was not .received by him or with his knowledge and consent. 
Qsaumd or Heccmd) 
Said affiant further states that any signature which appears on said check as . . .e.n. .9F?.6.1; 
(Makar or Eadoxsar)' 
is HOC his signature. 
The affiant further staces that he never received any benefit from or any value of said check or any 
part thereof, and further states chat he did noc present chis check for negotiation or payment. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 
day of. 19 
Notary Public. 
r • wm • • • -mrm 
. 'J. -..',*. 2485 W. 4000 N. 
, - : ': * , ' FARf* WEST, UT 84404 
^ **1$>042 VOJUOKA and 92 Cent* 
tf 
PAY TO 
THE v * 
ORDER, OFV:- ftAMsey, TOM 
„ • J ' 7 73J t</ tOO £' 
SVfMCUSE 
UT $4075 
31-5/1240 / , 
**18,04i.92 
^ ' VOID O AFTER 90 DAYS 
OGDEN LIVESTOCK AUCTION, INC. 
CUSTODIAL ACCOUNT FOR SHIPPER'S PROCEEDS 
H-ooaoifln- •:i>-2tf0000 5i«i: & i L 2& aa on- /aoaiaoi.ERa. '1 
':0 
CO 
DTS 3MSTI STRWD H WZ 
win JO Aiiaroas isau 
ZIONS UTAH BANCORPORAnON 
ZIONS FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
SALT LAXZ CITY, UTAH 
FORGED SIGNATURE ATHDAVIT 
COUNTY OF, Weber 
Utah 
STATE OF. 
SS: 
Tom Ramsey being duly sworn 
according to law deposes and says t h a t . . . . .QvffH -No 8XA5. - purported to 
be signed by Tociv .Ramsey- - • • - drawnonthe—ZiQU5.£ank. 
d a t e d . . . . . . . . v payable to the order of XQIB. Ramsey. 
in the sum of $ . . l9?r.*. . . was not . . .r.^9??-y?A by him or with his knowledge and consent. 
(JssumdarKmcmmd) 
Said affiant further states that any signature which appears on said check as Endorser 
(M*kar or Sadorssr) 
is not his signature. 
The affiant further states that he never received any benefit from or any value of said check or any 
part thereof, and further states that he did not present this check for negotiation or payment. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 
day of. 19 
Notary Public. 
0$DEN LIVESTOCK AUCTION, INC. ^ 
' ' / ' * ?485W.4000N. 
, FARR WEST. UT 84404 
^"PAYTQ ' \* ?**r,0S3 QOZX&L* and 14 Can** 
vV
 THE ' ' 
"' ORDER OF ^ ' ' RAM$Ey« TOM 
, • . ,< , 1 7 3 1 W 700 $ 
SYRACUSE UT S4075 
ZIONS BANK 
7ions Fmt Vatumal Bank 
Lofian Lit\ CQ%Pflt\ Q/gufh Main 
Logan Vtah 84321 
8145 
31 5/1240 
61 
& 
<&&& 
**11,083.14 
VOID AFTER 90 DAYS 
OGDEN LIVESTOCK AUCTION INC 
CUSTODIAL ACCOUNT FOR SHIPPER S PROCEEDS 
H'ooai^ sn* •: 12».oooo5m: &i i2E.es a* /ooouoasm/ 
n-oooooa 11.5«" i: i a 1.0000 5 •>•: Eii^aao'i- /OOOllOa i l l . / 
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2I0NS UTAH BANCORPORATION 
ZIONS FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
SALT LIKE CITY, UTAH 
FORGED SIGNATURE AFFIDAVIT 
Weber 
COUNTY OF 
Utah 
STATE OF 
I9JP. R.aRS.ey being duly sworn 
according to law deposes and says that Check No 8401 - purported co 
be signed b y . - .Tom. Ramsey ^ ^ drawn on the . . - Z i a n s .Bank 
dated. .A":l^r97 , payable to the order of Tom. Ramsey. 
in the sum of $ . . . .3.3.1. - .§7 . . . was n o t . . . . J.$ceiYed by him or with his knowledge and consent. 
(Issued or IUc«r*«d) 
Said affiant further states that any signamre which appears on said check a s . . . .endorser. 
(Malar or Zadoxsor) 
is not his signature. 
The affiant further states chat he never received any benefit from or any value of said check or any 
part thereof, and further states that he did not present this check for negotiation or payment. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 
day of 19 
SS: 
Notary Public. 
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ZIONS UTAH BANCORPORAliON 
ZIONS FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 
FORGED SIGNATURE AFFIDAVIT 
COUNTY OF Weber 
Utah 
STATE OF, 
SS: 
Check 8638 
according to law deposes and says that -No 
J™.** 1???? being duly sworn 
- purported co 
bes ignedby^' . 1 . 0 . 1 ! } .?^ 8 ^ , drawn on the. . .ZAflJiS- Bank 
dated . . . .~t?7?7 payable to the order of XQIQ . Ram&sy 
in the sum of J . ' .r/P/Ar. . • . . was not. .T?P.eAv^4 bv him or with his knowledge and consent. 
(Issued or fUcanntd) 
Said affiant further states that any signature which appears on said check as. . e n d a x s e r 
(Makar or Endorser) 
is not his signature. 
The affiant further states that he never received any benefit from or any value of said check or any 
part thereof, and further states that he did not present this check for negotiation or payment. 
Subscribed and sworn w before me this 
day of. 19 
Notary Public. 
5Q^bGDEN LIVESTOCK AUCTION, I N C T ^ Q ^ " 
U '*, *' 2485 W. 4000 N. » . 
FAPR WEST, UT 84404 
ZIONS BANK 
Zions First National Bank 
Logan City Cf 
Logan Utah84l'2l 
V 5/1240 
81 
8638 
Mam 
/ 
*****570 VOU-OKA and $5 CzntA / TO * 
HE 
EROF>- RAMSEy, TOM 
'" ' 1737r W 700 £ 
SyRACUSE UT 84075 , 
*****570.S5 
^e^n-
VOID AFTER 90 DAYS 
OGDEN LIVESTOCK AUCTION INC 
CUSTODIAL ACCOUNT FOR SHIPPER S PROCEEDS 
ua00BE.3BH* •: 1 2 1 . 0 0 0 0 5 M : LI 1?&2B On' .''00000 5 708 5.'' 
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ZIONS UTAH BANCORPORAliUN 
ZIONS FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 
FORGED SIGNATURE AFFIDAVIT 
COUNTY OF . Weber 
Utah 
STATE OF. 
SS: 
Tom Ramsey 
being duly sworn 
according to law deposes and says that...?v?P.K - N o — 87.27 - purported to 
be signed by . . . ^?I?.??R?.e.^ drawnon the . . ? i p n s .Bank 
dated ^7^7?? payable to the order o f . . . . J.qm.RamseY 
in the sum of $ . . . » . . . . : Pwas not J . ^ ? i Y ? ^ by him or with his knowledge and consent. 
(Issued or H«eanr«d) 
Said affiant further states that any signature which appears on said check as .e.Il49F.s.e.^ 
(Makar or Eadocsar) 
is not his signature. 
The affiant further states that he never received any benefit from or any value of said check or any 
part thereof, and further states that he did not present this check for negotiation or payment. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 
day of. 19 
Notary Public. 
OGDEN LIVESTOCK AUCTION, INC. 
y , , . : . 2485 W. 4000 N. 
..;•.'.: FARR WEST, UT 84404 - ; " 
. **' -V ' * '. ' 
••:;: pf^):^;:: **16tS55 VoMcuiA and 07 CdntA 
|; '0RD^RC#|^£^ '?r6£:Ph\ '• ';.; ;%•;'•>, V 
;>:•: t73T W 700. S 
UT : S4075 
ZIONS BANK 
Zions First National Bank 
Logan City Center Office 99 North Main 
^
U 3 V » 5 / 0 5 / 9 7 
8727 
**16,855.07 
VOID AFTER 90 DAYS 
OGDEN LIVESTOCK AUCTION, INC. 
CUSTODIAL ACCOUNT FOR SHIPPERS PROCEEDS 
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ZIONS UTAH BANCORPORAXiUN 
ZIONS FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
SALT LAKE CTTY, UTAH 
FORGED SIGNATURE AFFIDAVIT 
COUNTY OF , 
Weber 
Utah 
STATE OF. 
SS: 
Tom Ramsey 
being duly sworn 
8968 
according to law deposes and says that JCheek No - purported co 
be signed by Tom. R&Q&J%£ drawnon d ie . . - .Zions. .Bank 
5 -30 -97 
dated payable to the order of T?5L Ramsey. 
• u ** 10- .800.00 r e c e i v e d 
mthesumofj was not - . . 7 . 7 . 
(Issuad or Hacctrvd) 
Said affiant further states that any signature which appears on said check as 
is not his signature. 
by him or with his knowledge and consent, 
endorser 
(Ma kar or ^ nrjorar) 
The affiant further states that he never received any benefit from or any value of said check or any 
part thereof, and further states that he did not present this check for negotiation or payment. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 
, day of. 19 
Notary Public. 
I. r >•:• 'i z t & ") a 
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f " H # f JG AllHB3S ISaiJ 
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OGDEN LIVESTOCK AUCTION, INC. 
2485 W. 4000 N. 
FARR WEST, UT 84404 
ZIONS BANK 
Zions First National Bank 
Logan City C 0 » 5 ' / $ 0 fifyfrh Main 
Logan, Utah 84321 
31-5/1240 
61 
8968 
PAY TO 
THE 
ORDER OF 
** 10,800 Dollari* and 00 Ce.nt-6 
RAMSEY, TOM 
7731 W 700 S 
SVRACUSE lit 84015 
**10t800.00 
7^^^ 
VOID AFTER 90 DAYS 
OGDEN LIVESTOCK AUCTION, INC. 
CUSTODIAL ACCOUNT FOR SHIPPER'S PROCEEDS 
n'oofls&flH1 i:i etf0000 5t«i: t i ie&ea OH* /DDD lOflOQOO/ 
ZIONS UTAH BANCORPORAUUN 
ZIONS FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 
FORGED SIGNATURE AFFIDAVIT 
WEBER 
COUNTY OF 
Utah 
STATE OF 
Tpm# JRamsey being duly sworn 
according to law deposes and says chat.. .Cb£PX No .SQ03 - purported co 
be signed by _ J? qm
 m Rams ey# ^ , drawn on d i e . . Z ions. .B ank. 
dated A":?7?7 , payable co che order of. . Tom .Ramsay. 
in die sum of J . . ll.?A7£-.59# was n o t . . . F£AQtYed by him or with his knowledge and consent. 
(Issuad or H«cazv«d) 
Said affiant further states that any signature which appears on said check a s . . . endorser .
 m. 
(MaksT or Sadoxsar)' 
is not his signature. 
The affiant further states chat he never received any benefit from or any value of said check or any 
part thereof, and further states chat he did not present chis check for negotiadon or payment. * 
Subscribed and sworn co before me chis 
day of 19 
• 
Notary Public. 
flh 
^ 
^ 
DTS 38BQN1 S3T3VH3 N 092 
HVifl JO JU.I8TD3S i S M J 
<x> 
OGDEN LIVESTOCK AUCTION, INC. 
^!y;:iA:Vv-::-V:2485W.4000N/'' 
r ^ v v F A R R WEST, UT 84404 
ZIONSBANK 
Zinns First Nautmal Bank jn+m 
Logan dry cQi&f$2w9ohh Main 
Logan, Utah 84321 
31^240 
81 
9003 
v. •i-fWYTO ••:;:•: 
.'j';.-: ;-' ; ::' :;THE'•••'>:; 
# ORDER OF 
f*ll,47<S Polio** and 59 Cant* 
KAMStV, TOM 
1731 W 700 S 
SyRACUSE UT &4015 
**11,416.59 
v OGDEN LIVife*pCK AUCTIONMKlC. 
CUSTODIAL ACCOlfNT FOR SHIPPER'S PROCEEDS\ 
"•ooRooaii- <:ie^oooo5i.i: E.I le&aa OH- /OOOiU?E,5S. ' ' 
AFFIDAVIT OF FORGED ENDORSEMENT 
STATE OF UTAH 
COUNTY OF ( V^JOn-
being first duly sworn doth depose and say 
he/she is the person named a^ the payee of the attached check numbered (0I5T 
dated S'/^Slqi and .drawn on 
Pay to the order of /_ 
In the sum oiM./ fhcu^ind ftUtkusUcrJ Ikr-h fr\/c*to2/(CO Dollars ($6?<?33":0Z) 
and the endorsement of / eri^i — ^ ; 
as payee on the said check was not signed or authorized by him/her and is a forgery. 
And being still sworn said deponent does further say that he/she has not received the 
proceeds of said check or any part thereof and that said amount is justly due him/her 
and that this affidavit is made voluntarily and for the purpose of obtaining the proceeds 
of said check and establishing the fact that his/her endorsement is a forgery. 
Signature 
Subscribed and sworn befcfk. < 
mejhis //rt day OJJJ/I^LILIU 19 # T 
2 6 0 5 Washington Givd. 
O^clen. UT 2-i-iOl y> 
My Comrr.ii.3icn E—"•*- 1 ? ! ~ ^ 8 ^ 
S:a.-« w; _ -* v> 
Notary Public 
AFFIDAVIT OF FORGED ENDORSEMENT 
STATE OF UTAH 
COUNTY OF 
being first duly sworn doth depose and say 
he/she is the person named as the payee of the attached check numbered / Q / 5 7 
dated 8-35-91 and drawn on 
Pay to the order of /_ 
In the sum of ft'/dhouiasJ tyrct hju\drc.Jt &A/tn4+j Safui^Vioo Dollars ($ 5371-3K) 
and the endorsement of / cryr{ — ;^ 
as payee on the said check was not signed or authorized by him/her and is a forgery. 
And being still sworn said deponent does further say that he/she has not received the 
proceeds of said check or any part thereof and that said amount is justly due him/her 
and that this affidavit is made voluntarily and for the purpose of obtaining the proceeds 
of said check and establishing the fact that his/her endorsement is a forgery. 
/&yn 
Signature 
Subscribed and sworn before 
Nthis / / /T day QI^JL^AJLW 19 
Notary Public 
2485 *000 N. 
FARR WEST, UT 84404 J 7 1 0 1243 
HAY TO 
THE 
DRDER OF 
***6,935 VoJUa>u and 02 Ceittd •**6,935.02 
T & R 
00000 VOID AFTER 9CTDAYS BEN LIVESTOCK AUCTION INC 
CUSTODIAL ACCOUNT FOR SHIPPER S PROCEEDS 
H'OiOlBSW i : i S U 3 0 0 l O ? i : 0 101 URE. 3»* .'•OOOO E. 13 50 5/ 
OGDEN LIVESTOCK AUCTION, INC. 
2485 W. 4000 N. 
FARR WEST, UT 84404 
BANK OF UTAH 
P O Box 231 
SKM725/97 
97-10 
1243 
10157 
PAY TO 
THE 
DRDER OF 
***5,377 VollaAA and 3& CzntA 
T & R 
0 0 00000 
* * *5 ,377.3S 
7<Z/f& ^7-v—>. 
VOID AFTER 90 DAYS 
OGDEN LIVESTOCK AUCTION INC 
CUSTODIAL ACCOUNT FOR SHIPPER S PROCEE DS 
"•0 10 IS?"' H i 51*300 iO?i: OiOS U •=! & 3 H- .'•0000 53 7 7 38.' 
, "SKI 
\ \\ v i o o o o o i •;••' 'c i? o ,<: ,<; / z -j / y o & <* v? o o o 3 o .-r 3 i o 
OTS SNOT STEM® N $92 
\ PHI j] Aiiaraa isau 
1
 :;- -: 04 J O 0 O Y o' T >' O Z i i / / "v* / £ C S Li 9 0 O 0 Z O Z 'I' T O 
AFFIDAVIT OF FORGED ENDORSEMENT 
STATE OF UTAH 
COUNTY OF UJjlsfU-*--
being first duly sworn doth depose and say 
he/she is the person named asffhe payee of the attached check numbered 102X9 
dated <?/?/? 7 and drawn on H&^HzL 2Jjj*s\i. 
Pay to the order of /zn^x_ •~~yu±^~^A 
In the sum of itiur-Huiu^anJ TWtn hjwMVeJNf^^^i prYct /^Dollars ($ Hl^S.01 
and the endorsement of / &~ry^ 
as payee on the said check was not signed or authorized by him/her and is a forgery. 
And being still sworn said deponent does further say that he/she has not received the 
proceeds of said check or any part thereof and that said amount is justly due him/her 
and that this affidavit is made voluntarily and for the purpose of obtaining the proceeds 
of said check and establishing the fact that his/her endorsement is a forgery. 
Signature 
Subscribed and sworn bef^/e 
me this //' *i day o{ -jiifta 
Notary Public 
&2LU. 19 i 
NOTARY PUBUC 
JOANNSARLO 
2605 WasWngtor. GMt U 
Ogaen. UT SAAQI - ' 
My Commission Excises: 12-17.98 
State of utan 
^tiid 
OGDEN LIVESTOCK AUCTION, INC7^~ 
2485 W. 4000 N. 
FARR WEST. UT 84404 
BANK OF UTAH 
P O Box 231 10229 
97-10 
PAY TO 
THE 
ORDER OF 
***4,725 VolZcuu and 07 Cent* 
KAMSEV, TOM 
7737 W 700 S 
SVHACUSE UT $4075 
•••4,725.07 
VOID AFTER 90 OAYS 
OGDEN LIVESTOCK AUCTION. INC 
CUSTOOIAL ACCOUNT FOR SHIPPER S PROCEEDS 
"•Oi0 2 29ii" i : i2U300iO?t: OlOR l.IE,!"' .<,OOOOU?2 50?.«' 
o 
f , 
OTS 33MNI S3T1M0 H W8 
WJU JGMIlffiMS ISaiJ 
.V 1* O0-" r 
i 
« • : ; • » ( . i , - , 
AFFIDAVIT OF FORGED ENDORSEMENT 
STATE OF UTAH 
COUNTY OF UJjUfU^-
being first duly sworn doth depose and say 
he/she is the person named aTThe payee of the attached check numbered /OICD 3> 
dated 9/% 197 and drawn on. 
Pay to the order of /z^t^u - - - " ^ G ^ 
In the sum of / ' V ^ k^nAraJ ^rJ-ynlrtz* °r<°Q Dollars ($ 53^°° ) 
and the endorsement of / &~ryL 
as payee on the said check was not signed or authorised by him/her and is a forgery. 
And being still sworn said deponent does further say that he/she has not received the 
proceeds of said check or any part thereof and that said amount is justly due him/her 
and that this affidavit is made voluntarily and for the purpose of obtaining \he proceeds 
of said check and establishing the fact that his/her endorsement is a forgery. 
Signature 
Subscribed and sworn befp/e - f / 0 ^ ' JS5ESS5) 
this / / * dayoj^muxtf 19 W Wm% ^ ^ ^ K ^ 
—J-1- J <~-— f— — ft V^w*<//J uy Commission Expires: 12-17-98 
/ r< iy^rCS state of utan 
otary Pubiic 
OGDEN LIVESTOCK AUCTION, INC. 
2485 W. 4000 N. 
FARR WEST, UT 84404 
BANK OF UTAH 
P O Box 231 10263 
9T-10 
PAY TO 
THE 
)RDER OF 
•••••539 VOZZOKA and 00 CuntA 
RAMSEY, TOM 
1731 W 700 S 
SYRACUSE UT .84075 
•••**539.00 
?6yy*z. 
VOID AFTER 90 DAYS 
OGDEN LIVESTOCK AUCTION INC 
CUSTODIAL ACCOUNT FOR SHIPPER S PROCEEDS 
"•oios&an" i:i2»t3ooio?i: cuoq 1,96 3"' /Qoooosa^oa/ 
OTS TH»3W S3TBW H 0 ^ 
Will JIJlLIHnHS 1SSU 
o o e- o o r:;; ?r /' o / i / \ ~ '.-.. o 
to 
'' » J V f i : o 
AFFIDAVIT OF FORGED ENDORSEMENT 
STATE OF UTAH 
COUNTY OF b-sJUrU-*--
being first duly sworn doth depose and say 
he/she is the person named asThe payee of the attached check numbered ID12.\ 
dated ff/ffA/7 and drawn on 
Pay to the order of /zn*s\^ 
In the sum of Che. "^kcu^CLrd pjdJ" /u^n^r^u£u/ ^V/cO Dollars ($ IfrOH-l6)) 
and the endorsement of / &~yv\^. 
as payee on the said check was not signed or authorized by him/her and is a forgery 
And being still sworn said deponent does further say that he/she has not received the 
proceeds of said check or any part thereof and that said amount is justly due him/her 
and that this affidavit is made voluntarily and for the purpose of obtaining the proceeds 
of said check and establishing the fact that his/her endorsement is a forgery. 
Signature 
Subscribed and sworn befop£ 
this ft ft day O\^ZLAU\AJ 19 £ P 
£i*) ?4&ud 
NOTAKY PUSUC 
"Notary Public 
rOGDEN LIVESTOCK AUCTION, I N c T ^ 2485 W. 4000 N. 
FARR WEST, UT 84404 
BANK C /AH 
PO Box23t 
KSWoa/97 
9 7 - 1 0 
1243 
10221 
TO 
:ROF 
***1,&04 VOZZOKA and 79 CerttA 
RAMSEy, TOM 
1731 W 700 S 
SyRACUSE UT 84075 
•••1,804.79 
/«/l//* ^^1^\ ^ 
VCMD AFTER 90 DAYS 
OGDEN LIVESTOCK AUCTION INC 
CUSTODIAL ACCOUNT FOR SHIPPER S PROCEEDS 
H'Oioaai"1 •:i2^3ooio?i: oj.cn q^& n^- /OQOOiaOl*?^' 
C O 
\ , : 
'OTS 
b^C'/OC 
-. isau 
•6 »° /'.».' ' 7 / -,C -.•--CuHfOl I 
AFFIDAVIT OF FORGED ENDORSEMENT 
STATE OF UTAH 
COUNTY OF t>jjdU-«— 
being first duly sworn doth depose and say 
he/she is the person named asThe payee of the attached check numbered ID2QI 
and drawn on dated ff//2/<77 
Pay to the order of /zn*<^ 
In the sum of A ; * ^l/Jnusa^rHoud ktxriclr&Jj'hu^j tight i~0H/(0o Dollars {$(a,23?.0i) 
and the endorsement of / &*rrt 
as payee on the said check was not signed or authorised by him/her and is a forgery. 
And being still sworn said deponent does further say that he/she has not received the 
proceeds of said check or*any part thereof and that said amount is justly due him/her 
and that this affidavit is made voluntarily and for the purpose of obtaining the proceeds 
of said check and establishing the fact that his/her endorsement is a forgery. 
Signature 
Subscribed and sworn befocfe 
me this / / n day oLjUfou/tA/ 19 ?/ 
CoKJt dAJb 
iianni7iiiifcMMiiiiiwTvf 
NOTARY PUBUC 
K/?5SS^ JOANNSARLO 
$ llV^Jy*/ os** w a*401 
0 ^ ^ My Commission Expires: 12-1748 
Jfl V^' *»\*S Stats of Utah 
Notary Public 
OGDEN LIVESTOCK AUCTION, INC. 
2485 W. 4000 N. 
FARR WEST, UT 84404 
I...AK OF UTAH 
P O Box 231 
3£K£Rlitfi2/97 
97 -tO 
1243 
10291 
PAY TO 
THE 
ORDER OF 
• • • 6 , 2 3 8 VOZZOKA and 04 C«»n*4 
RAMSEV, TOM 
1131 W 700 S 
SVKACUSE UT 84075 
•••6,238.04 
VOID AFTER 90 DAYS 
OGDEN LIVESTOCK AUCTION. INC 
CUSTOOIAL ACCOUNT FOR SHIPPER S PROCEEDS 
"•0 10 2^ in- • : i 2 i t 3 0 0 i 0 7i: 0 10R USE. in" /QOaOE,2 3flOi,/ 
a* JDTS DSSOn STBMD N 09Z 
' Wttfl JO JUHTO3S 1S8IJ 
OS 
t o 
'"( -*0 / . * /?» I / S O Jr fc- 5* 7 O O ? O 5* 1 T O 
AFFIDAVIT OF FORGED ENDORSEMENT 
STATE OF UTAH 
COUNTY OF 
_being first duly sworn doth depose and say 
he/she is the person named as~fhe payee of the attached check numbered /OS^* / 
dated <?//5r/?7 and drawn on . 
Pay to the order of / g ^ v K -
In the sum oilu)n^kauL\o,nJ! S'X hundredtfcktf<Sev&\*Z%ao Dollars ($2frf7Zfe) 
and the endorsement of S3~yyL 7 c ^ l < ^ ^ ^ t ^ M 
as payee on the said check was not signed or authorized by him/her and is a forgery. 
And being still sworn said deponent does further say that he/she has not received the 
proceeds of said check or any part thereof and that said amount is justly due him/her 
and that this affidavit is made voluntarily and for the purpose of obtaining the proceeds 
of said check and establishing the fact that his/her endorsement is a forgery. 
SVL 
Signature 
A^^OJ-^ 
Subscribed and sworn befonr 
me this // * day OC%/M^AM 1 9 ^ 
£* J CZKOAJJ 
Notary Public / 
OGDEN LIVESTOCK AUCTION, INC. 
2485 W. 4000 N. 
FARR WEST, UT 84404 
B. . OF UTAH 
P O. Box 231 
KMI/T5/97 
9 7 - 1 0 
1243 
10334 
PAY TO 
THE 
)RDER OF 
•••2,687 VoJUax.* and 16 Cent* 
RAMSEy, TOM 
T731 W 700 S 
SYRACUSE UT 84075 
•••2,687.26 
VOID AFTER 90 DAYS 
OGDEN LIVESTOCK AUCTION. INC. 
CUSTOOIAL ACCOUNT FOR SHIPPERS PROCEEDS 
n 'O i0 3 3 M ' i: 121 ,300 10 7H O l O R 1*16 in- .•'ooooag,a?ag./ 
H 
O 
<-sl 
• ) 
' t 
DlS V&ffl] STEWO H 092 
WW JO AUTOS 1S31J 
fc.«J0060Ot?T * 0 Z . ^ / ^ T / ^ 0 tfTOTOO o'OZ T TO 
AFFIDAVIT OF FORGED ENDORSEMENT 
STATE OF UTAH 
COUNTY OF UJjj&U^ 
being first duly sworn doth depose and say 
he/she is the person named asThe payee of the attached check numbered 103$ I 
dated 9/2 3-/4 7 and drawn on S ^ ^ 1 ^ Z£S^K^ 
Pay to the order of /zn*<x_ -^^L2^^^ 
In the sum ofHirrr thomsond -£mr kandftJ fef^We + bVi(X) Dollars ($3H33Xc8) 
and the endorsement of / ^yyj. 
as payee on the said check was not signed or authorized by him/her and is a forgery. 
And being still sworn said deponent does further say that he/she has not received the 
proceeds of said check or any part thereof and that said amount is justly due him/her 
and that this affidavit is made voluntarily and for the purpose of obtaining the proceeds 
of said check and establishing the fact that his/her endorsement is a forgery. 
Signature 
L*%*<u*4JL»\ 
Subscribed and sworn befo 
me this / / * day ouSJtuiJw 19_£ 
\fiJ^ 7 GTL*^ 
f 
SOMOSBOBSM 
NOTARY PU8UC 
JOANNSARLO 
2605 W—fthtgton BNd. 
Ogden, UT 84401 
My Commission Expires: 12-17^8 K 
State of wan » 
^yb'aaSSSsSSS 
Notary Public 
C _DEN LIVESTOCK AUCTION, INCT^j 
2485 W. 4000 N. 
FARR WEST, UT 84404 
BAf " UTAH 
Kt»£/22/97 
97-10 
10381 
AY TO 
THE 
DEROF 
***3,433 VolZaKA and 68 Cent* 
RAMSEV, TOM 
1731 W 700 S 
SVUACUSE UT 84075 VOID AFTER 90 DAYS OGDEN LIVESTOCK AUCTION. INC. 
CUSTODIAL ACCOUNT FOR SHIPPERS PROCEEDS 
n'O i 0 3a in- •:i2U3QOio?i: o i o s uqg,3n' /ooao3l.3 3&a.', 
A 
fa mm S3TJM0 N 092 
i, 'TziWWfZM 26/12/6$ 
5r^OOOO':iT::"t :?»: '?:; '. VJ O O "i' O £ 7/ 7- O 
A h H h ^ l l I i H.'Jh'GED ENDnRSI-.MkNT 
STATE CF I T - r 
LUl IN i r u i - L>---VU/>-J-j''— 
/ ~7u*~* being first dui> swcrr, Z:JT\ oeoose a n say 
• -i/sh :.J / - ! 
dated ? A l Z / ' ? 7 
Pay tc +he crc-i ' : 
'—) d YY J . w i i &+^£L cX&J tv_ 
In fhf 7 ^ /Mcte* -^Dol lars ($ 
and the endorsement :* y 3~r>\_ jf 
or authorised by him/her and is a foraf 
And being still sworn said deponer: dees 'further say that he/she has not received the 
proceeds ot said check or a n y - i . . . _ __. c. . 
>•' thnt this affidavit is made voluntarily and for the purpose of obtaining the proceeds 
of said check and establishing the fact that his/her endorsement is a forgery. 
Signature 
Subscribed and sworn be fop 
me this IJjX day oj^LAjLicu J 15 fif^ 
; ; . . / 
Notary Public 
NOTARY PU8UG 
JOANNSARLO 
26C5 Wmhlngton Glvrf. 
Ogden, UT 8*401 
My Commission Expires: 12-17^98 
Stare of Utaft 
CUAY) 
^ J ^ O c JEN LIVESTOCK AUCTION, INCT^ 
u 2485 W. 4000 N. 
FARR WEST, UT 84404 
3ANK ITAH 
Es3tXKVelZf/26/97 
9 7 1 0 
10410 
1243 
YTO 
THE 
lEROF 
••7 3,552 VOZZOAA and 69 Cant* 
RAMSEV, TOM 
7737 ft; 700 S 
SyRACUSE UT 84075 
••13,552.69 
VOID AFTER 90 DAYS 
OGDEN LIVESTOCK AUCTION INC 
CUSTOOIAL ACCOUNT FOR SHIPPER S PROCEEDS 
"•OiOUiOii" •: 1 2 1 3 0 0 10 ?i: OiOS USE,}"' /ooaiissa&i.' ' 
v 
N 
t-O 
en 
D1S 3SMH1 S3TJWHD N 0*2 
HVlfl JO ki\W03S 1SMJ 
KtWCOKH 26/62/60 
i rSO§pOOTST 5>0 Z £ / G £ / 
^O ^ £ 3 0 0 7 0 0 ^ TO 
AFFIDAVH or l-ORGED ENDORSEMENT 
STATE OF UTAH 
COUNTY OF cJ. LAsi ) 
he she is tl le - ••--.• 
dated i(?/<Pc^-f?j 
Pay to the orce ;: 
In the si im c' r r'oL 
being first duly sworn doth depose and say 
••"- '*
:r •" - 1 check numbered fQLfS X. 
• ^ ; , •nt k(wd(e/h^\Y~j f'st - __Doliars (S jftbs.co) 
and the endorsement : ; / &-yy*^ /L 
And being still sworn said deponent does further say that he/she has not received the 
preceecs or sa.c cneck or any part thereof and tl at suid dmou I i |i r.ik Ji n- i n I n i 
•
 u i ~ ~~rav :; ,s made voluntarily and for the purpose of obtaining the proceeds 
of said check and establishing the fact that his/her endorsement is a forgery. 
C^g^vu^C £—? 
Signature 
^GDEN LIVESTOCK AUCTION, INCT^JJ^" 
2485 W. 4000 N. " 
FARR WEST, UT 84404 
E OF UTAH 
Pv J* 231 
2605 Washington Bfvd.^
 M , - . _ 
Ogden, Utah a&9/26/97 
97-10 
10432 
1243 
PAY TO 
THE 
>RDER OF 
•••8,965 VollaAA and 00 Ce.ntA 
RAMSEV, TOM 
1731 W 700 S 
SWACUSE UT 84075 
• • • 8 , 9 6 5 . 0 0 
f?^\S2^l^~ 
VOID AFTER 90 DAYS 
OGDEN LIVESTOCK AUCTION INC 
CUSTODIAL ACCOUNT FOR SHIPPER S PROCEEDS 
i i '0i0l«3 2"' •: i 2U30010 7i: 0 109 1*99. 3H« . ' • 0 0 0 0 8 9 9 , 5 0 0 / 
5 , . =>••.. \ 0 
* * A y ^ h r g p i O O O TO / . £ / 6 7 / ^ 0 'i b»brVOOZr.«7T O 
AFFIbA'/ll' OF I'ORGED ENDORSEMENT 
STATE OF UTAH 
CUUN I i' 01 6L.-UX/ 
being first duly sworn doth depose arid bay 
he/she is the pprson n-impH ^Tfhp payee of the attached check numbered
 mJ_0_Ht 3,3.. 
dated ^ / p f r ' '^ "> and drawn on 
<£ ' Zrvv\_ y L&>i^jL.i 
ace :ne endorsement zr *y &~rv^ / L ^ > * ^ 
.Dollars ($ /906-OG 
a:. ..-., -"•• " - ~ ' ~"~r J — :thohzed by him/hbi ana .s a for; ^ 
And being still sworn said deponent does further say that he/she has not receive, re 
proceeds of said check or oriy
 h JFI. Ihr i . . I jnJ Ihdl . JI*J »^ r.t u. |uJly ol ,- hIM-i |,i 
and that this affidavit is made voluntarily and for the purpose of obtaining the proceeds 
of said check and establishing the fact that his/her endorsement is a forgery. 
Signature 
. • - . : . ! ^ ' ^ 
mej:his__ ___/.{' r\„ day <tf^L-.friAajLu 19 f ^ 
2 6 0 5 Washington G*d. jrt 
/.-j Ogden, UT 8 A - » 0 1 &) 
' / My Commission Expires: 12 17 4 S W 
Sta;e or utan Jj< 
^JJ^OGDEN LIVESTOCK AUCTION, INcT^JJ^" 
U 2485 W. 4000 Nr. . « 
FARR WEST, UT 84404 
BANK OF UTAH 
P O Box 231 
^^fM7 26/91 10433 Ogdan. Utah) 
9 7 - 1 0 
1243 
CTO 
HE 
EROF 
***1,900 VOJUCVU and 00 Cent* 
RAMSEV, TOM 
1731 W 700 S 
SVRACUSE UT S4075 
*«*J,900.00 
VOIO AFTER 90 DAYS 
OGDEN LIVESTOCK AUCTION INC 
CUSTOOIAL ACCOUNT FOR SHIPPER S PROCEEDS 
11*0101.3 311* • : i 2 U 3 0 0 l 0 7i: Q i O S L.SE.3U* /OOOOiSOOOO.'* 
v \ 
£&/&?/ &Q lti\r\*Q0JL?6?\0 
t*\' 
AFFIDAVIT OF FORGED ENDORSEMENT 
STATE OF UTAH 
COUNTY OF U\/j?j**^— 
) 
/ <g~>n5 l^^^^6^ _being first duly sworn doth depose and say 
he/she is the person named as the pay ye of Ihe attached cl »eck numbered
 tm20_^m l~~ 
dated 
/ . . 
7/ <£ P / ' k / / and drawn on 
Pay to )ne order of / <sr>^x "71 
Inn the sunn of 
YLM^^U^^JU^ 
l^Jt, 
and the endorsement of jLj£2kL. 
Dollars f$ ) 
as payee on the said check was noi signed ui dull 101 i^ed b) 
A nd being still sworn said deponent does further say that he/she nas °ct rp:~ \ •- - :.ne 
proceeds of said check or any part thereof and that said amount is -s:. , c> - i o r 
arid Ihdl lihiiis affidcn *\\ n. inn., idV , ..IIUIIIJMI , din I Im the iniirpose of nhlnininq tint-" prnreeds 
of said check and establishing the fact that his/her endorsement is a forgery. 
Signature :—I 
Subscribed and sworn bef/#e.7 
me ^hi^  _/ /_/* . .. day QfjzS-hu* i jj 19 9tf 
waaaaammm 
NOTARY PU8UC JOANNSARLO t 
2605 Washington Blvd. A 
ogdea trr 84401 w 
' - ^Ay My Commission Expires: 12-1T-9S Jj 
State of UTan 
•: '" 
' -' ^ ^ . / (^7X*J/^ 
Nbtarv Public 
AFFIDAVIT OF FORGED ENDORSEMENT 
STATE OF UTAH 
COUNTY OF b^JL^U-*--
/ ^srv^t^ /LXL^^^^J^^ being first duly sworn doth depose and say 
he/she is the person named asfhe payee of the attached check numbered /6 
dated ? / ^ ^ ' 7 7 and drawn on B&^^L ?JJKAL 
—/ /^ J ^ — ^ 
Pay to the order of /zn+<^ - ^ c S ^ w d . 
In the sum of <^^ ^tJc^yJ^^ Jdy r ^ ^ r f e D o l l a r s ($ 
and the endorsement of / ^r^L 
as payee on the said check was not signed or authorized by him/her and is a forgery. 
And being still sworn said deponent does further say that he/she has not received the 
proceeds of said check or any part thereof and that said amount is justly due him/her 
and that this affidavit is made voluntarily and for the purpose of obtaining the proceeds 
of said check and establishing the fact that his/her endorsement is a forgery. 
/ 
Signature 
Subscribed and sworn before y 
me this / / ^ day o\^SiiMJtU 19 ^ r 
Notary Public 
/?,., J C^ajJti 
OCilL Ill III1"1 Il L I V E S T O C K AUCTIH II Ill, III Il : 
2485 W. 4000 N. 
FARR WEST, UT 84404 
J 
o 
BANK OF U T A H 
P.O. Box 231 
2605 Washington flW.,i / ' Q1 
Ogden. Utah 8$4<X / £ C-,- V f 
9 7 - 1 0 
10412 
1243 
PAY TO 
THE 
ORDER OF 
* * * * * • 
7737 to 700 S 
SVRACUSE UT 84 \ f «,,«# x/ is ULC^. 
C U S T O C ' O L i 
"•o 101,12"' i: 121.30010?i : O I O R «,q&an- /OOOO a 56 3 5 Bi' 
OGDEN LIVESTOCK AUCTION, INC. 
2485 W. 4000 N. 
FARR WEST, UT 84404 
BANK OF UTAH 
P.O. Box 231 
97 -10 
1243" 
10383 
PAY TO 
THE 
>RDER OF 
***1,016 VOULOKA and 30 Certt>4 
RAMSEy, TOM 
7 737 W 100 S 
/ 
I,' 
***1,076.30 
j.H-1 -J^i 
VOID flt^E0 v ( W S 
Ct;S 
INC 
;PROCEEDS 
O i O I O £ C O £ ^ 7 t 5 1 0 / O i / ? 7 Q£ 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 ^ 
§9/33/97 H 2 4 » W 1 2 < " 
FIRST SECURITY OF UTAH * 
260 H CHARLES UOBRG SLC | 
^ i 
V 
O10LO20O2L47G l O / O L / 7 7 
FIRST SECURITY OF UTSH : 
263 K CHARLES LMD68C S L « 
ADDENDUM C 
' .:.ssa Herring Bailey (A83T9) 
!• vV.QLTNNKV & NEBEKER 
7'-) South Mam Street 
P.O. Box 45385 
Salt Lake City. Utah, 84145-0385 
I.'-, -i.one: (SOI i 532-1500 
Attorneys ..... ^e.c^u^i. .• . . Security b..;.A. '... >. 
IS THE SECOND JUDICIAL D'.STRMT COURT 
WEBER COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
TOM RAMSEY, 
Plaintiff, 
DEFENDANT FIRST SE( I R I H H \NK 
N.A.'S MOTION TO DISMIV* 
Case No. 990906457 
v ivL >. r. iiANCuv. rv. E iRi> < i ' i Judge Stanton M. Taylor 
BANKOFUTAf: V • in." " "!v 
THROUGH m 
.Defendants. 
Pursuant to Rule 12(b)(0) of ihc L tah Rules of Civil Procedure, Plaintiff First Sccir: 
Bank, I I" \ ("First Secui it;; '"), ii ICOI recti)/ idei itified ii 1 til: le Coi i lplaii it as I rii st Seci u it) Bail! :: of 
Utah, \.A., hereby nioves for dismissal of Plaintiff Tom Ramsey's Complaint on the basis that 
i\c iuib to state a tuun; a^iinsi i ;i.u security upon v^. , . idief cai i be granted. 
COPY 
This motion is supported by the Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss, 
submitted herewith. 
RAY, QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
DATED this &_ day of October, 1999. 
497153 
9c//i 3* 
Stephen C. Tingey f 
Melissa Herring Bailey 
Attorneys for First Security Bank, N.A. 
2 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing MOTION TO 
DISMISS was mailed, postage prepaid, on this day of October, 1999 to the following 
Maurice Richards, Esq. 
2568 Washington Boulevard, Suite 102 
Ogden,Utah~84401 
Bernard Allen, Esq. 
Randall W. Richards, Esq. 
2568 Washington Boulevard, Suite 200 
Ogden,Utah 84401 
497153 
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ADDENDUM D 
Stephen C. Tingey (A4424) 
Melissa Herring Bailey (A8379) 
RAY, QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
79 South Main Street 
P.O. Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145-0385 
Telephone: (801)532-1500 
Attorneys for Defendant First Security Bank, N.A. 
IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
WEBER COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
TOM RAMSEY, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
BRUCE HANCOCK, FIRST SECURITY 
BANK OF UTAH, N.A., and JOHN DOES 1 
THROUGH 10, 
Defendants. 
DEFENDANT FIRST SECURITY BANK 
N.A.'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT 
OF ITS MOTION TO DISMISS 
Case No. 990906457 
Judge Stanton M. Taylor 
Defendant First Security Bank, N.A. ("First Security"), incorrectly identified as First 
Security Bank of Utah, N.A. in the Complaint, submits this memorandum of law in support of its 
Motion to Dismiss Plaintiffs Complaint filed against it. Plaintiffs negligence claim against 
First Security must be dismissed because First Security owed no duty of care to plaintiff, a non-
COPY 
customer, in relation to checks deposited by defendant Bruce Hancock ("Hancock") into 
Hancock's account. 
FACTS 
1. In 1997, Hancock maintained a personal checking account at First Security. 
Complaint ("Compl.") at f 9. 
2. During 1997, several checks drawn on Zions First NationalBank payable to the 
order of Plaintiff were presented by Hancock to First Security for deposit in Hancock's personal 
checking account. Id. at lfi[ 9-10, 19. 
3. Plaintiff alleges that Hancock forged Plaintiffs indorsement on the checks prior 
to presenting them to First Security. Id. at 11. 
ARGUMENT 
1. Introduction. 
Plaintiffs Complaint against First Security alleges that First Security "was negligent in 
depositing the checks presented by Defendant, Bruce Hancock." Compl. at Tf 19. Specifically, 
Plaintiff alleges that "Defendant, First Security Bank of Utah, N.A., breached its duty of care in 
that it failed to take reasonable steps available to it to ascertain the genuineness of the 
indorsements of the checks and failed to cause Defendant, Bruce Hancock to endorse the checks 
before accepting the checks for deposit or cashing."/*^ at \ 18. Hancock was an account holder 
at First Security who deposited checks into his account. Plaintiff was not the account holder, but 
was the payee of the checks. 
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Plaintiffs negligence claim, which is the only cause of action asserted against First 
Security, must be dismissed as a matter of law. This negligence claim is premised on the 
assumption that First Security owed a duty to Plaintiff to verify the authenticity of the 
indorsement on the checks payable to Plaintiff and deposited by Hancock into Hancock's 
account. However, First Security owed no duty to Plaintiff in relation to the checks deposited by 
Hancock into Hancock's account. 
2. Applicable Standard. 
Under Utah R. Civ. P. 12(b)(6), a court must dismiss a cause of action "where it clearly 
appears that the plaintiff... would not be entitled to relief under the facts alleged or under any 
state of fact [he] could prove to support [his] claim." Prows v. State, 822 P.2d 764, 766 (Utah 
1991). In ruling on a motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim, the court must construe the 
complaint in the light most favorable to the plaintiff. St. Benedict's Dev. Co. v. St. Benedict's 
Hosp., 811 P.2d 194, 196 (Utah 1991). 
To state a negligence claim, a plaintiff must establish that the defendant owed the 
plaintiff a duty. Slisze v. Stanley-Bostitch, 979 P.2d 317, 320 (Utah 1999); Cruz v. Middlekauf 
Lincoln-Mercury, Inc., 909 P.2d 1252, 1254 (Utah 1996); C.T. v. Martinez, 845 P.2d 246, 247 
(Utah 1992). Whether a duty exists is a question of law to be determined by the Court. Slisze, 
979 P.2d at 320; C.T., 845 P.2d at 247; Ferree v. State, 784 P.2d 149, 151 (Utah 1989). "Absent 
a showing of duty, [the plaintiff] cannot recover." Slisze, 979 P.2d at 320 {quoting AMS Salt 
Indus. Magnesium Corp. of Am., 942 P.2d 315, 320 (Utah 1997)). Based upon the allegations in 
the Complaint, Plaintiff cannot establish that First Security owed him a duty because Plaintiff 
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was not the account holder at First Security, nor did he have any contractual relationship with 
First Security in relation to these checks. Accordingly, his Complaint must be dismissed for 
failure to state a claim. 
3. First Security Owed No Duty of Care to Plaintiff. 
"[A] bank is not liable in negligence to a noncustomer payee for having failed to 
ascertain whether a check paid by it bears the payee's genuine indorsement but is liable to its 
customer for the mishandling of that customer's account.". Volpe v. Fleet Nat 7 Bank, 710 A.2d 
661, 664 (R.I. 1998) {citing Roy Supply, Inc. v. Wells Fargo Bank N.A., 46 Cal.Rptr.2d 309, 325 
(Cal. Ct. App. 1995)). This rule is based on the legal principle that there is no privity between a 
bank and a non-customer and that the bank does not owe a stranger a duty of care. "[N]early 
every court has reasoned that a bank owes no duty of care to a non-customer with whom it has 
no relationship." IBP, Inc. v. MerchantileBankofTopeka, 6 F. Supp.2d 1258, 1265 (D. Kan. 
1998). 
The negligence theory relied on by Plaintiff has been rejected by a majority of 
jurisdictions. In Schleicher v. Western State Bank of Devils Lake, 314 N.W.2d 293, 297 (N.D. 
1982), a payee sued the bank which cashed a check allegedly bearing a forged signature. The 
payee sued on a negligence theory alleging that the bank had a duty to the payee to compare the 
signature of the payor on the check with the bank's signature card to determine whether or not it 
had been forged. Id. In dismissing the plaintiffs complaint, the court held that the bank did not 
owe a duty of care to the payee, who was not a customer of the bank. Id. The bank's duty only 
extends to customers or those with whom the bank has a relationship. See also Weil v. First 
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Nat 7 Bank of Castle Rock, - P.2d --, 1999 WL 417857, at * 2 (Colo. Ct. App. Jun 24, 1999)("a 
bank does not owe such duties of care to a noncustomer");1 Miller-Rogaska, Inc. v. Bank One, 
Texas, N.A., 931 S.W.2d 655, 664 (Tex. Ct. App. 1996)(in which the court dismissed the 
plaintiffs negligence claim because the plaintiff "was not a customer of either bank, nor did it 
have a relationship with either bank."); Bank ofPolska Kasa Opieki, S.A. v. Pamrapo Savings 
Bank, S.L.A., 909 F. Supp. 948, 956 (D.N.J. 1995); Roy Supply, 46 Cal.Rptr.2d at 325; E.F. 
Hutton Mortgage Corp. v. Equitable Bank, N.A., 678 F. Supp. 567, 583 (D.Md. 1988); 
Pennsylvania Natl Turf Club, Inc. v. Bankof West Jersey, 385 A.2d 932, 936 (N.J. Super. Ct. 
App. Div. 1978)("In the absence of evidence of any agreement, undertaking or contract between 
[the payee] and [the bank] from which any special duty can be derived, the improper handling of 
the [payor's] account cannot in the abstract serve as a stepping stone for liability to [the 
payee]."); Gesell v. First Nat 7 City Bank of New York, 260 N.Y.S.2d 581, 582 (N.Y. App. Div. 
1965); Anschutz v. Central Natl Bank of Columbus, 112 N.W.2d 545, 550 (Neb. 1961). In 
relation to challenged indorsements of non-account holders, the rule makes perfect sense because 
the bank does not have available to it the non-account holder payee's signature card. 
Accordingly, the bank has no ready means by which to verify the allegedly forged indorsement 
of the payee. The bank, in this case, is held to no duty towards this non-account holder payee. 
Plaintiff cannot allege any facts which will establish this duty. Hancock, not Plaintiff, 
was the account holder at First Security. Hancock deposited the checks into Hancock's account. 
1
 Although currently only available on Westlaw, the Weil opinion will be published in Pacific Reporter (P.2d). 
Accordingly, this case is not an unpublished opinion pursuant to Rule 4-508 of the Utah Rules of Judicial 
Administration. 
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Plaintiff and First Security have no relationship, contractual or otherwise, in relation to these 
checks. In the absence of such a relationship, Plaintiff cannot establish that First Security owed 
him a duty of care, and Plaintiff cannot state a negligence claim against First Security. 
Accordingly, Plaintiffs negligence claim, the only claim he alleges against First Security, must 
be dismissed for failure to state a claim. 
CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, Plaintiff Tom Ramsey's Complaint against First Security must 
be dismissed as a matter of law. 
04-
DATED this _T_ day of October, 1999. 
RAY, QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
^cTi 
".&-
Stephen C. Tingey 
Melissa Herring Bailey 
Attorneys for First Security Bank, N.A. 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing MEMORANDUM 
IN SUPPORT OF ITS MOTION TO DISMISS was mailed, postage prepaid, on this $c day 
of October, 1999 to the following: 
Maurice Richards, Esq. 
2568 Washington Boulevard, Suite 102 
Ogden,Utah 84401 
Bernard Allen, Esq. 
Randall W. Richards, Esq. 
2568 Washington Boulevard, Suite 200 
Ogden,Utah 84401 
)*OxL^*5xJ Q^DA^t~ 
497248 
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ADDENDUM E 
MAURICE RICHARDS (2736) 
Attorney at Law 
2568 Washington Blvd, Suite 102 
Ogden, Utah 84401 
Telephone (801) 399 4191 
BERNARD ALLEN (0039) 
Attorney at Law 
2568 Washington Blvd, Suite 200 
Ogden, Utah 84401 
Telephone (801) 399 4191 
and 
RANDALL W. RICHARDS (4503) 
Attorney At Law 
2568 Washington Blvd, Suite 200 
Ogden, Utah 84401 
Telephone (801) 399 4191 
IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF WEBER COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
TOM RAMSEY ) 
Plaintiff ] 
vs ] 
BRUCE HANCOCK, FIRST SECURITY ] 
BANK, NA and JOHN ) 
DOES I THROUGH 10 ) 
Defendants ] 
1 PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN 
1 SUPPORT OF HIS OPPOSITION 
) DEFENDANT, FIRST SECURITY 
N. A. MOTION TO DISMISS 
CASE NUMBER 990906457 
JUDGE Stanton M. Taylor 
TO 
BAN] 
1. Plaintiff, because at a time unknown to the Plaintiff the 
name of First Security Bank of Utah, N.A. was changed to First 
Security Bank, N.A. either through merger or name change, the same 
Defendant being the party to this action Plaintiff believes, in the 
1 
interest of justice, the Court should should construct the 
Complaint as reflecting the current name of the Defendant, First 
Security Bank, N.A, which in reality is the successor to the named 
Defendant in the complaint. 
FACTS 
1. The Plaintiff agrees with the facts insofar as they are 
set forth in First Security Bank, N.A.,s Memorandum in Support of 
its Motion to Dismiss. 
ARGUMENT 
1. The Plaintiff agrees that under Utah R. Civ. P. 12(b) (6), 
a court must dismiss a cause of action "where it clearly appears 
that the plaintiff . . . would not be entitled to relief under the 
facts alleged or under any state of facts [he] could prove to 
support [his] claim." Prows v State 822 P 2d 764,766 (Utah 1991) 
Further, the court, in ruling on a motion to dismiss for failure to 
state a claim must construe the complaint in the light most 
favorable to the Plaintiff. St. Benedict Dev Co. v. St Benedict 
Hospital 811 P. 2d 194, 196 (Utah 1991) .The Court in reviewing a 
Motion to Dismiss must accept the facts in the complaint as true 
and consider all reasonable inferences to be drawn from those facts 
in a light most favorable to the Plaintiff Prows v State, Supra at 
766. 
2. The Defendant, First Security Bank relies on the case of 
Volpe v. Fleet Nat' 1 Bank 710 A. 2d 661,664 (R.I. 1998) to support 
its position that " [A} bank is not liable in negligence to a 
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noncustomer payee for having failed to ascertain whether a check 
paid by it bears the payee's genuine indorsement, but is liable to 
its customer for the mishandling of that customers account. The 
Court in the Volpe v Fleet National Bank case at Page 661 also 
found that the Defendant acted in a commercially reasonable manner 
in negotiating the check. Significant, that case only involved the 
cashing of one isolated check. 
In the instant case there was involved not one, but twenty 
three checks, all credited by the Defendant, First Security Bank in 
the Defendant, Bruce Hancock's account,and all deposited at one 
office of the Defendant. Further, at least two of the identified 
checks were deposited in the account different from the named payee 
without indorsement. This action of the Defendant First Security 
Bank is contrary to commercially accepted bank practice standard in 
the banking industry in Utah. The Defendant, First Security Bank, 
was also negligent in that in not one instance did it require the 
Defendant, Bruce Hancock, to indorse any of the checks, even though 
it was permitting twenty three checks to be deposited in Bruce 
Hancock's business account over a period of approximately nine 
months. Had the Bank required Bruce Hancock to indorse each check 
before deposit, it was in a position to compare his signature with 
the forged indorsements of the payee. 
The Rhode Island Supreme Court in the case of Volpe v Fleet 
National Bank, supra 663 stated that it is incontrovertible that 
the law imposes upon the bank the duty of knowing it depositors. 
With that duty the Defendant, First Security Bank has the duty to 
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know the signature of the alleged forger, Bruce Hancock, and 
therefore compared that signature with the forged signature of the 
payee of the checks. 
In the instant case, the Plaintiff asserts that he be 
permitted to prove by discovery that one or more officers or 
employees of the Defendant, First Security Bank, N.A knew or should 
have known that the Defendant was presenting checks made payable to 
the Plaintiff for deposit to the Defendant, Hancock's business 
account, which were not indorsed by the payee of each of the 
checks. 
The Supreme Court of North Dakota, in the case of Schleicher 
v Western State Bank 314 NW 2'z 293 (N.D. 1982) at page 295 stated: 
"In cases where negligence, contributory 
negligence, assumption of risk, proximate 
cause, and the standard of reasonable man are 
in issue, even if there is no dispute as to 
the evidentiary facts, if there is any doubt 
as to the existence of a genuine issue as to a 
material fact, or if the evidence is subject 
to conflicting interpretations, or differing 
inferences may be drawn, there is a jury 
question and summary judgment is improper. If 
there is a question whether one's conduct has 
met the standard of the reasonable man, 
whether one has acted reasonably or with due 
care, there is a question of fact to be 
determine by the jury." 
The Utah Supreme Court in the case of Arrow Industries, Inc, 
v. Zion's First National Bank 767 P. 2nd 935 (Utah 1988) considered 
Zions motion to dismiss a complaint of for negligence for 
wrongfully returning five checks of Arrow's customer, Rocky 
Mountain Irrigation, each of which were made payable to Arrow. The 
Utah Supreme Court at pages 93 6-3 7 stated: 
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 A motion to dismiss is only appropriate 
where it appears to a certainty that the 
plaintiff would not be entitled to relief 
under any state of facts which could be proved 
in support of its claim. In reviewing an 
order granting a motion to dismiss, we are 
obliged to construe the complaint in the light 
most favorable to the plaintiff and to indulge 
all reasonable inferences in its favor. 
Similarly, when ruling on an appeal from a 
motion for summary judgment, we inquire 
whether there is any genuine issue as to any 
material fact, and, if there is not, whether 
the moving party is entitled to judgment as a 
matter of law. In reviewing the record on an 
appeal from summary judgment, the Court treats 
the statements and evidentiary materials of 
the appellant as if a jury would receive them 
as the only credible evidence and sustains a 
judgment only if no issues of fact which could 
affect the outcome can be discerned. 
Application of these standards of review in 
this case prompts the conclusions that the 
trial court erred in dismissing Arrow's causes 
of action. 
Accord: Heiner v.S. J. Groves & Sons Co 790 P 2nd 107 (Utah App 
1990) at pg 109, Coleman v Utah State Land BD 795 P 2d 622 (Utah 
1990) at pg 624, Burnett v Utah Power & Light Co, 797 P 2d 1096 
(Utah 1990) at pg 1098, Ladanza v Mather 820 F. Supp 1371 ( D. Utah 
1993) at pg. 1375. 
The complaint alleges that the Defendant, First Security Bank 
was negligent in permitting the Defendant, Bruce Hancock, a account 
holder at the Defendant's Bank to deposit some twenty three checks, 
all payable to the Plaintiff in the Defendant, Hancock's business 
account, the majority bearing forged indorsements, believed to have 
been forged by Defendant, Hancock and a minority being deposited 
without any indorsement. The checks were all deposited at the same 
branch of the Defendant, First Security Bank. With this volume of 
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checks, the defendant, First Security Bank, can not prove that it 
either followed generally accepted banking practices, nor accepted 
this volume of checks in good faith, the mere volume should have 
created doubts in the mind of Bank employees. 
CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, Defendant, First Security Bank, N. 
A.,s Motion to dismiss Plaintiff's Complaint against First Security 
Bank must be denied as a matter of law. 
DATED this n Day of November, 1999 
RICHARDS, CAINE AND ALLEN, PC 
Attorneys/for Plainti 
.chare 
ihington Blvd,V Suite 200 
Ogden, uWh 84401 
Telephone Number (801) 399 4191 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true copy of the foregoing 
OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO DISMISS was mailed, postage prepaid, on 
this -n V^ Day of November, 1999 to the following: 
•3-
Stephen C. Tingey 
Melissa Herring Bailey 
Ray, Quinney & Nebeker 
P. 0. Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145-0385 
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ADDENDUM F 
'tt3w. 
Kb-
EXHIBIT "Ff 
SECOND DISTRICT COURT - OGDEN COURT 
WEBER COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
TOM RAMSEY, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
BRUCE HANCOCK, 
Defendant, 
DECISON 
Case No: 990906457 
Judge: STANTON M. TAYLOR 
Date: 12/3/1999 
Clerk: marykd 
Defendant First Security Bank's Motion to Dismiss is hereby 
granted. Mr. Tingey to prepare the Findings and Order for 
signature. 
DATED THIS DAY OF DECEMBER, 1999. 
Jud^e^STANT0N fk. TAYLOR 
Page 1 ( l a s t ) 
Case No: 990906457 
Date: Dec 03, 1999 
CERTIFICATE OF NOTIFICATION 
I certify that a copy of the attached document was sent to the 
following people for case 990906457 by the method and on the date 
specified. 
METHOD NAME 
SCOTT HOLT 
44 NORTH MAIN STREET 
LAYT0N UT 84041 
Mail BERNARD L. ALLEN 
ATTORNEY PLA 
2568 WASHINGTON BOULEVARD 
SUITE 200 
OGDEN, UT 84401 
Mail MAURICE RICHARDS 
ATTORNEY PLA 
2568 WASHINGTON BLVD 
SUITE 102 
OGDEN UT 84401 
Dated t h i s ( L ^ day of p P r R V A t o f . 1 9 ^ . 
Deputy Court CI erk 
Page 2 (last) 
ADDENDUM G 
EXHIBIT "G" 
MAURICE RICHARDS (2736) 
Attorney at Law 
2568 Washington Blvd, Suite 102 
Ogden, Utah 84401 
Telephone (801) 399 4191 
BERNARD ALLEN (0039) 
Attorney at Law 
2568 Washington Blvd, Suite 200 
Ogden, Utah 84401 
Telephone (801) 399 4191 
and 
RANDALL W. RICHARDS (4503) 
Attorney At Law 
2568 Washington Blvd, Suite 200 
Ogden, Utah 84401 
Telephone (801) 399 4191 
IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF WEBER COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
TOM RAMSEY 
vs 
BRUCE HANCOCK, FIRST SECURITY 
BANK, NA and JOHN 
DOES I THROUGH 10 
Defendants ] 
> MOTION FOR TRIAL JUDGE TO 
) TO SUPPLEMENT ORDER GRANTING 
) MOTION TO DISMISS 
) Case No. 990906457 "" 
I.Judge: STANTON M. TAYLOR 
Plaintiff by and through his attorney of record, Maurice 
Richards hereby moves this Court to supplement its decision of the 
6th day of December, where it granted Defendant, First Security 
Bank's Motion to Dismiss, to augment the Decision by setting forth 
its findings of fact and conclusions of law that the Court relied 
on as its basis for granting the Motion to Dismiss. The Plaintiff 
under Utah law considers the Motion to Dismiss under Rule 12(b) (6) 
of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure to be a Motion for Summary 
Judgment under Rule 56(b) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. 
^74M Hftf 
1 
DATED t h i s 14 Day of December, 1999 
RICHARDS, CAINE AND ALLEN, PC 
Attornert/fe f o r Pla infe i f j 
/TuMMJ 
Mauricfe Richards 
2568 Washington Blvd, Suite 200 
Ogden, Utah 84401 
Telephone Number (801) 399 4191 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true copy of the foregoing MOTION 
TO SUPPLEMENT ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO DISMISS was mailed, postage 
prepaid, on this 14th Day of December, 1999 to the following: 
Stephen C. Tingey 
Melissa Herring Bailey 
Ray, Quinney & Nebeker 
P. 0. Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145-0385 
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ADDENDUM H 
u
 ^ '" 'Cr C0J/R7 
econb Bfetritt Court 
Judge Stanton M. Taylor 
IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF WEBER COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
TOM RAMSEY, 
vs. 
FIRS' 
etal., 
Plaintiff, 
r SECURITY BANK OF UTAH 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 
Case No. 990906457 
Defendants. 
The plaintiff in arguing their motion to dismiss only raised one issue in their 
memorandums of substance . The Court in granting the motion assumed that everyone would 
understand the basis for the decision related to that issue. 
It is true that the Order of Dismissal is brief in the extreme, but nevertheless 
covers the necessary ground. I think it safe to say the Court was convinced by the arguments 
contained in the defendant's memoranda, if that would be of further assistance. 
DATED this ^ day of November, 2000. 
Star^bn M. Tayl 
District Court Jjadge 
2525 Grant Avenue /Ogden, Utah 84401/801-395-1121 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the W day of November, 2000, I 
sent a true and correct copy of the foregoing Memorandum Decision 
to counsel as follows: 
Stephen C. Tingey Maurice Richards 
Attorney at Law Bernard Allen 
79 South Main Street Attorneys at Law 
PO Box 45385 2568 Washington Blvd. #200 
Salt Lake City, Ut 84145-0385 Ogden, ut 84401 
ADDENDUM I 
JERALD ENGSTROM (8178) 
MAURICE RICHARDS (2736) 
RICHARDS, CAINE & ALLEN 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
2568 Washington Boulevard 
Ogden,UT 84401 
Telephone: (801) 399-4191 
IN THE SECOND DISTRICT COURT OF WEBER COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
TOM RAMSEY, ; 
Plaintiff, ; 
vs. ) 
FIRST SECURITY BANK OF ) 
UTAH,etal., 
Defendants. 
) NOTICE OF APPEAL 
• Case No. 990906457 
Judge Stanton M. Taylor 
COMES NOW the above-named Plaintiff, by and through his attorneys, 
Jerald Engstrom and Maurice Richards, and hereby gives notice of Plaintiff s appeal to 
the Court's Findings of Fact granting the Defendant's First Security Bank Motion to 
Dismiss them as a Defendant that was entered hereon by the District Cour: of Weber 
County, Utah, in the above-entitled case on or about the 2nd day of November, 2000, to 
1 
«** 
&* ^ 
& 
^ 
the Utah Court of Appeals. The Court of Appeals has jurisdiction under § 78-2a-3(2)(a) 
UCA. 
DATED this 4 '/ day of November, 2000. 
LJ 
/ ;JERALD ENGSTROM XMMJRICE RICHARDS* 
/ 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy of the foregoing Notice of 
Appeal this 2 7 day of November, 2000, to the following: 
Stephen C. Tingey 
Attorney for Defendant 
79 South Main Street 
P.O. Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, UT 84145-0385 
Clerk of the Utah Court of Appeals 
P.O. Box 140241 
Salt Lake City, UT 84114-0230 
? 
J&faff^ftantejjs: 
plains parson 
(8fll) 238-7902 
fixity (Eurrjj 
(801) 238-7901 
450 ^niitlf ^ f at* ^ t r w t 
f.Q. fax 14D21D 
£alf flak* Citg, Jttalj 84114-0210 
$ * * (801) 238-7980 
(Elftrf $usftte 
^soriafs (illftrf $iisfke 
(Ulfrtsthtfc 1NL purljam 
Justice 
tJRsftlpfa ^ ^arrant 
Jusffc* 
^xtljael | . pfilktns 
December 20, 2000 
Maurice Richards, Esq. 
2568 Washington Blvd., Suite 102 
Ogden,UT 84401 
Re: Ramsey v. Hancock 
No. 20001107 
Dear Mr. Richards: 
The docketing statement you have filed with this court under rule 9 of the Utah Rules of Appellate 
Procedure is deficient in the following particulars under subparagraph (c) of rule 9: 
The judgment or order sought to be reviewed does not appear to be a final judgment, inasmuch as the trial 
court dismissed only First Security Bank from the case, and you have not submitted to this court a certificate 
under rule 54(b), showing that the trial court certified the case as final for purposes of appeal. 
You may want to ask that your appeal be withdrawn without prejudice and refiie after triai on the merits or 
certification. 
Sincerely, 
C^v4n & —f-^  <CL 
Antje F. Curry 
Staff Attorney 
ADDENDUM J 
EXHIBIT "J" 
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF UTAH 
--00O00 
Tom Ramsey, 
Plaintiff and Appellant, 
v. 
Bruce Hancock, First 
Security Bank of Utah, N.A., 
And John Does 1 through 10,, 
Defendants and Appellee, 
NOTICE OF DECISION 
No. 20001107-SC 
990906457 
The above-entitled case was submitted to the court for decision 
and the attached order has been issued. 
Order Issued: January 10, 2001 
Notice of Decision Issued: January 12, 2001 
Record: None 
SECOND DISTRICT, OGDEN DEPT 
990906457 
xj& &. ^ ^ 
By. 
Pat H. Bartholomew 
Clerk of Court 
IA-CJJL^ > c^ \ JAM 
Deputy Clerk 
i7VAJLXJ3L^MX* \ O C \ QLDO \ 
% V Date 
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF UTAH 
-00O00-
Tom Ramsey, 
Plaintiff and Appellant, 
v. No. 20001107-SC 
Bruce Hancock, First 
Security Bank of Utah, 
N.A. and John Does 1 
through 10 
Defendants and Appellees, 
ORDER 
This matter is before the court upon appellant's voluntary 
withdrawal of appeal, filed on December 29, 2000. There has 
been no objection filed by the appellee. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED pursuant to Rule 37(b) of the Utah 
Rules of Appellant Procedure the motion for voluntary withdrawal 
of the appeal in the above-entitled matter is granted. 
For the Court: 
/O^jiac/ 
Pat H. Bartholomew 
Clerk of the Court 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on January 12, 2001, true and correct 
copies of the foregoing ORDER and NOTICE OF DECISION were 
deposited in the United States mail to the party(ies) listed 
below: 
STEPHEN C. TINGEY 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
79 S MAIN STE 500 
PO BOX 45385 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84145-0385 
MELISSA H. BAILEY 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
79 S MAIN STE 500 
PO BOX 45385 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84145-0385 
JERALD N. ENGSTROM 
PUBLIC DEFENDERS ASSOCIATION 
2568 WASHINGTON BLVD #203 
OGDEN UT 84401 
MAURICE RICHARDS 
PUBLIC DEFENDER ASSOCIATION 
2568 WASHINGTON BLVD #102 
OGDEN UT 84401 
RANDALL W. RICHARDS 
RICHARDS CAINE & ALLEN 
2568 WASHINGTON BLVD 
OGDEN UT 84401 
and true and correct copies of the foregoing ORDER and NOTICE OF 
DECISION were deposited in the United States mail to the trial 
court listed below: 
SECOND DISTRICT, OGDEN DEPT 
ATTN: FRAN 
2525 GRANT AVE 
OGDEN UT 84401 
ByV jTM i-^- ^ > U ) U L ^ U I 
Deputy Clerk 
Case No.: 20001107-SC 
SECOND DISTRICT, OGDEN DEPT , #990906457 
ADDENDUM K 
MAURICE RICHARDS, #2736 
RANDALL W. RICHARDS #4503 
JERALD N. ENGSTROM #8178 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
2568 Washington Blvd, Suite 102 
Ogden, UT 84401 
Telephone (801) 399 4191 
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF UTAH 
TOM RAMSEY / 
Plaintiff/Appellant / WITHDRAWAL OF APPEAL WITHOUT 
/ PREJUDICE 
vs. / 
/ 
BRUCE HANCOCK, FIRST / Case No 20001107 
SECURITY BANK OF UTAH,/ 
N. A. and JOHN DOES 1 / Priority No 2 
THROUGH 10 / 
/ 
Defendants / 
/ 
Comes now the Plaintiff/Appellant Tom Ramsey by and through his attorney 
of record, Maurice Richards and hereby voluntarily withdraws his Appeal of the 
Dismissal of First Security Bank of Utah, N. A. as a defendant, which appeal was 
filed on November 27, 2000 with the Second Judicial District Court of Weber 
County, Utah. 
This withdrawal of the appeal is made without prejudice. 
Dated this day of December, 2000 
l 
Maurice Richards 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the above and foregoing 
withdrawal of appeal without prejudice was posted in the United States mail, postage 
prepaid, on this day of December, 2000 and addressed to: 
Stephen C. Tingey 
Melisa Herring Bailey 
Ray, Quinney ST. Nebeker 
Attorneys for Defendant, First Security Bank of Utah, N. A. 
79 South Main Street 
P. O. Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145-1500 
Attorney 
2 
ADDENDUM L 
EXhlblT * 
SECOND DISTRICT COURT - OGDEN COURT 
WEBER COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
TOM RAMSEY, 
Plaintiff, 
vs • 
BRUCE HANCOCK, 
Defendant. 
DECISION 
Case No: 990906457 
Judge: STANTON M. TAYLOR 
Date: 01/15/2002 
Clerk: marykd 
The Court hereby grants the Plaintiff's Motion to strike Hancock's 
answer and enter default. Mr. Richards to prepare the appropriate 
documents for signature. 
Dated th i s l l day of J a n u a r y , 2002 
Pacre 1 
CERTIFICATE OF NOTIFICATION 
I certify that a copy of the attached document was sent to the 
following people for case 990906457 by the method and on the date 
specified. 
METHOD NAME 
Mail BRUCE HANCOCK 
DEFENDANT 
5115 WEST 5100 SOUTH 
HOOPER, UT 84315 
Mail MAURICE RICHARDS 
ATTORNEY PLA 
2568 WASHINGTON BLVD 
OGDEN UT 84401 
Mail STEPHEN C TINGEY 
ATTORNEY DEF 
79 SOUTH MAIN STREET 
P.O. BOX 45385 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 841450385 
Dated this day of( i*L, 2*CrL. 
Page 1 (last) 
ADDENDUM M 
MAURICE RICHARDS (2736) 
Attorney at Law 
2568 Washington Blvd, Suite 102 
Ogden, Utah 84401 
Telephone (801) 399 4191 
BERNARD ALLEN (003 9) 
Attorney at Law 
2568 Washington Blvd, Suite 200 
Ogden, Utah 84401 
Telephone (801) 399 4191 
and 
JERALD N. ENGSTROM (8178) 
Attorney At Law 
2568 Washington Blvd, Suite 102 
Ogden, Utah 84401 
Telephone (801) 399 4191 
IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF WEBER COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
TOM RAMSEY 
Plaintiff 
V 
BRUCE HANCOCK,FIRST SECURITY 
AND OF UTAH, N. A, and JOHN 
DOES 1 THROUGH 10 
Defendants. 
ORDER STRIKING DEFENDANT, BRUCE 
HANCOCK'S ANSWER AND ENTRY OF 
DEFAULT JUDGMENT AGAINST DEFENDANT 
BRUCE HANCOCK 
Case No. 990906457 
JAN 0 4 ?nn? 
Judge Stanton M. Taylor v ^ t u u t 
Based on the Plaintiff's motion filed the day of September, 
2001 for sanctions under Rule 37(d) Utah Rules of Civil Procedure 
by reason of the Defendant, Bruce Hancock's failure to answer 
within the time set forth in the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure and 
1 
the Defendant, Bruce Hancock failing to appoint substitute counsel 
after the Defendant's counsel had withdrawn, the Defendant, Bruce 
Hancock failing to respond to Plaintiff's written demand to appoint 
substitute counsel, mailed to Defendant at his last known address 
on the26th day of April, 2001, the Court hereby strikes the 
Defendant, Bruce Hancock's answers to to the Plaintiff's complaint 
and hereby enters judgment against the Defendant, Bruce Hancock, in 
the amount of One Hundred Ninety Four Thousand Three Hundred 
Seventy Five & 29/100 ($194,375.29)dollars plus reasonable 
attorney's fees for bring this motion for sanctions under Rule 
37(d) Utah Rules of Civil Procedure and interest at the Utah legal 
rate from the date of the judgment. 
The entry of this default judgement shall have no effect on 
the Plaintiff's rights against First Security Bank of Utah. 
DATED this'/i? th day of October, 2001 
BY THE COURT 
>GE 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true copy of the foregoing ORDER 
STRIKING ANSWER TO COMPLAINT UNDER RULE 37 (d) , UTAH RULES OF CIVIL 
PROCEDURE AND ENTRY OF DEFAULT JUDGMENT AGAINST BRUCE HANCOCK 
was mailed, postage prepaid, on this th day of September, 2001 
to the following: 
Bruce Hancock 
5115 West 5100 South 
Hooper, Utah 84315 
2 
Stephen C. Tingey 
Melissa Herring Bailey 
Ray, Quinney & Nebeker 
P. 0. Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145-0385 
3 
ADDENDUM N 
{^^jj\r u 
MAURICE RICHARDS (2736) 
Attorney at Law 
2568 Washington Blvd, Suite 102 
Ogden, Utah 84401 
Telephone (801) 399 4191 
BERNARD ALLEN (0039) 
Attorney at Law 
2568 Washington Blvd, Suite 200 
Ogden, Utah 84401 
Telephone (801) 399 4191 
and 
JERALD N. ENGSTROM (8178) 
Attorney at Law 
2568 Washington Blvd, Suite 102 
Ogden, Utah 84401 
Telephone (801) 394 0231 
IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF WEBER COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
TOM RAMSEY ) 
Plaintiff ) 
V ) 
) JUDGMENT 
BRUCE HANCOCK, FIRST SECURITY ) 
BANK, N. A. now WELL FARGO ) 
BANK and JOHN DOES 1 through 10) Case No 990906457 
Defendants- ) Judge Stanton M. Taylor 
THIS MATTER came before the Court on a default certificate and 
Motion before the Honorable Stanton M. Taylor, District Court Judge 
in the above entitled Court on the Day of January, 2002. The 
Court having reviewed the file, and the Motion and Orders therein, 
and having stricken Defendant Hancock's answer and entered his 
default and being fully advised in the premises, and having made 
1 
its Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, separately stated in 
writing. 
NOW THEREFORE, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED 
THIS COURT hereby grants judgment in favor of Plaintiff and 
against Defendant, Bruce Hancock in the following amounts: 
1 $194, 375. 29 plus interest at the legal rate of interest on 
that amount from October 1, 1997 until the date of this judgment. 
2. This judgment is granted and based on the Defendant, Bruce 
Hancock's fraud and receipt of the above property to which he was 
not entitled and he obtained either by fraud or by forgery. 
3. The Plaintiff reserves his right to appeal the dismissal 
of his action against First Security Bank, N.A. and this judgment 
is not to be considered a settlement of any claim plaintiff has 
against said Defendant, First Security Bank. N. A. 
4. For costs in pursing this action. 
5. Plaintiff's time for filing an appeal is not to start until 
this judgment is signed. 
DATED this ^ ^Day of^ZTcOlC , 2002 
BY THE COURT 
/^/^- /ft <~Uk_y[Cr^. 
'District Court Judge 
NOTICE TO COUNSEL FOR THE DEFENDANTS 
You will please take notice that the undersigned, attorney for 
Plaintiff, will submit the above and the foregoing Findings of Fact 
and Conclusions of Law and Judgment to the Judge for his signature 
2 
upon the expiration of five (5) days from the date of this notice, 
together with three (3) days for mailing, unless written objection 
is filed prior to that time, pursuant to Rule 4-504 of the Rules of 
Judicial Administration. Kindly govern yourself accordingly. 
DATED this 24th day of January, ..2002 
/Maurice' Richards-""' 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the above and 
foregoing Findings of Fact and Conclusions at Law was posted in the 
United States mail on the 24th day of January, 2002, and addressed 
to: 
Bruce Hancock 
5115 West 5100 South 
Hooper, Utah 84315 
STEPHEN C. TINGEY and MELISSA HERRING BAILEY 
Ray, Quinney & Nebeker 
P. 0. Box 45385 
S a l t Lake Ci ty , Utah 84145-0385 
/ 7 
/ / ;f /TbiAuh 
Maurice Richards 
Attorney for Plaihtiff 
3 
MAURICE RICHARDS (2736) 
Attorney at Law 
2568 Washington Blvd, Suite 102 
Ogden, Utah 84401 
Telephone (801) 399 4191 
BERNARD ALLEN (0039) 
Attorney at Law 
2568 Washington Blvd, Suite 200 
Ogden, Utah 84401 
Telephone (801) 399 4191 
and 
JERALD N. ENGSTROM (8178) 
Attorney at Law 
2568 Washington Blvd, Suite 102 
Ogden, Utah 84401 
Telephone (801) 394 0231 
IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF WEBER COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
TOM RAMSEY 
Plaintiff 
V 
BRUCE HANCOCK, FIRST SECURITY 
BANK, N. A. now WELL FARGO 
BANK and JOHN DOES 1 through 10 
Defendants 
JUN, 0?* 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
uu2 
Case No 990906457 
Judge Stanton M. Taylor 
The above entitled and numbered cause of action came before 
the Court on the Plaintiff's Motion to strike the answer of the 
Defendant, Bruce Hancock, based on the Plaintiff's affidavit that 
he filed his first set of interrogatories, request for production 
of documents and admissions by the Defendant, Bruce Hancock, that 
Bruce Hancock has failed or refused to answer the said 
interrogatories, request for production of documents and 
admissions, despite the request of the Plaintiff to respond. Based 
on the affidavit of the Plaintiff's attorneys supporting the 
allegations and said affidavit not being refuted by the Defendant, 
Bruce Hancock and the Court having stricken and dismissed the 
Defendant, Bruce Hancock's answer and being fully advised herein, 
the Court now finds in favor of the Plaintiff and against the 
Defendant, Bruce Hancock, and hereby makes the following special 
findings of fact and conclusions of law, which constitute the 
decision of the court herein: 
Findings of Facts 
1. On or about August 20, 1999 the Plaintiff caused to be 
filed against the Defendants, Bruce Hancock , and First Security 
Bank, N. A. a complaint, in which it alleged that Bruce Hancock 
forged the endorsement of the Plaintiff or cashed checks made 
payable to the plaintiff without Plaintiff's endorsement as 
specified in the complaint. 
2. In the complaint the Plaintiff asked for damages against 
the Defendants, Bruce Hancock and First Security Bank, either 
jointly or severally, in the amount of $194,375.29 plus interest on 
that amount from October 1, 1997 to the date of the judgment, in 
which Bruce Hancock is a co-defendant. Also the Plaintiff 
requested reimbursement of his costs. 
3. On or about October 29, 1999, the Defendant, Bruce Hancock 
by and through his attorney, Scott W. Holt, filed an answer to the 
2 
Plaintiff's complaint, denying the major paragraphs of the 
Plaintiff's complaint, and requesting that the Plaintiff's 
complaint by dismissed as to defendant, Bruce Hancock. 
4. On or about November 29, 1999, the Plaintiff, through his 
attorney submitted to the Defendamt, Bruce Hancock, through his 
attorney Scott W. Holt, his first set of interrogatories, requests 
for production of documents and requests for admissions. 
5. In the document referred to in Paragraph 4, the Defendant 
, Bruce Hancock, was given thirty days to answer the 
interrogatories. 
6 The Plaintiff has never received from the Defendant, Bruce 
Hancock, an answer to the interrogatories. 
7. On or about October 8, 1999 Defendant, First Security 
Bank, N. A., through its attorney of record, Stephen C. Tingey, 
filed a motion to dismiss First Security Bank as a defendant. 
8. On December 6, 1999 this Court granted First Security 
Bank's motion to dismiss. 
9. On December 14, 1999 the Plaintiff through his attorney's 
of record filed with the District Court a motion for the trial 
judge to make more clear its order granting First Security Bank's 
motion to dismiss. 
10 On November 2, 2000 the District Court issued an amended 
opinion stating that everyone understood the basis for the decision 
relating to that issue. 
11. On November 27, 2000 the Plaintiff filed an appeal of the 
Court's decision to dismiss First Security Bank as a Defendant. 
3 
12. On January 8, 2001 the Plaintiff filed a motion for the 
Court to enter an order that dismissed First Security Bank as a 
Defendant was a final order. 
13. On January 10, 2001 the Utah Supreme Court issued an 
order dismissing the Plaintiff's appeal because the case as to 
Hancock had not be disposed of. 
14. On January 22, 2001 First Security Bank filed a 
memorandum in opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Rule 54(b) 
certification that the order of the Court dismissing First Security 
Bank as a Defendant is a final order. 
15. On or about March 23, 2001 the Plaintiff received a 
Notice of Withdrawal of Scott W. Holt as Defendant, Bruce Hancock's 
counsel. The Plaintiff promptly notified the Defendant Hancock to 
obtain another attorney to act as his attorney. Hancock never 
obtained another attorney. 
16. On or about 24 September, 2001 the Plaintiff filed a 
Motion finding the Defendant Bruce Hancock in default, striking his 
answer filed in this case, and entering a default judgment against 
Bruce Hancock in the amount prayer for in the complaint. 
17. On or about December 28, 2001 the Court granted the 
Plaintiff's motion and entered an order striking Defendant's Bruce 
Hancock's answer and entered a default judgment against Bruce 
Hancock. 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
1. The law herein is with Plaintiff and against Defendant, 
Bruce Hancock that the Defendant by forgery and fraud and deceit 
4 
wrongfully obtained the money claimed from by the Plaintiff and has 
not repaid it. 
2. Plaintiff is entitled to judgment against defendant, Bruce 
Hancock in the sum of $194,375.29 plus interest at the legal rate 
from October 1,1997 to December 28, 2001 
3. Plaintiff is entitled to judgment against defendant, 
Bruce Hancock for the costs and disbursements incurred and expended 
by plaintiff. 
DATED this^Day of -(frsbUdfrT; 2002 
BY THE COURT 
/£y *S- /7) < 7^v//o/v 
/istrict Court Judg 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the above and 
foregoing Findings of Fact and Conclusions at Law was posted in the 
United States mail on the 24th day of January, 2002, and addressed 
to: 
Bruce Hancock 
5115 West 5100 South 
Hooper, Utah 84315 
STEPHEN C. TINGEY and MELISSA HERRING BAILEY 
Ray, Quinney & Nebeker 
P. 0. Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145-03 
Wwo 
ce Richards 
orney for Plaint/Lff 
5 
ADDENDUM O 
EXHIBIT "M' FILE COPY 
BERNARD ALLEN (0039) 
Attorney at Law 
2568 Washington Blvd, Suite 200 
Ogden, Utah 84401 
Telephone (801) 399 4191 
MAURICE RICHARDS (2736) 
Attorney at Law 
2568 Washington Blvd, Suite 102 
Ogden, Utah 84401 
Telephone (801) 399 4191 
and 
JERALD N. ENGSTROM (8178) 
Attorney at Law 
2568 Washington Blvd, Suite 102 
Ogden, Utah 84401 
Telephone (801) 394 0231 
IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF WEBER COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
TOM RAMSEY 
Plaintiff 
V 
BRUCE HANCOCK, FIRST SECURITY 
BANK, N. A. now WELL FARGO 
BANK and JOHN DOES 1 through 10 
Defendants 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
Case No 990906457 
Judge Stanton M. Taylor 
TO: THE CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT and STEPHEN C. TINGEY and 
MELISSA HERRING BAILEY, RAY, QUINNEY and NEBEKER, 
attorneys for Wells Fargo Bank and BRUCE HANCOCK, 
individually 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that Tom Ramsey, Plaintiff in the above 
matter, hereby appeals from the Order of the Second Judicial 
1 
District Court dated November 2, 2000 dismissing First Security 
Bank, N. A. (Now Wells Fargo Bank) as a Defendant in the above 
named action. The Plaintiff initially filed a Notice of Appeal on 
November 27, 2000, appealing the Court's findings of fact 
supporting its dismissal of First Security Bank as a defendant. 
The Utah Supreme Court raised the question of whether the dismissal 
of First Security Bank was a final judgment of all issues in the 
case. Based on the Supreme Court's determination that this was not 
a final judgment of all issues in the case, the Plaintiff 
voluntarily filed a Motion to withdraw the appeal, until all issues 
in the case were finally resolved. 
On December 28, 2 001, Judge Stanton M. Taylor signed an 
order striking Defendant, Bruce Hancock's answer, and entering of 
a Default Judgment against Defendant, Bruce Hancock. In the order 
the Court directed the Plaintiff's attorney to prepare findings of 
fact and conclusions of law and a judgment. A copy of the proposed 
findings of fact and conclusions of law and order were mailed to 
Defendants Hancock and First Security Bank's designated counsel. 
Defendant, First Security Bank's counsel filed with the Court an 
objection to the proposed Findings of Fact and conclusions of law. 
On June 5, 2002 the Court signed the findings of fact and 
conclusions of law and the judgment against the Defendant, Bruce 
Hancock. 
These actions against Defendant, Bruce Hancock, conclude all 
aspects of the case in the District Court. The dismissal of the 
Defendant, First Security Bank, N. A. ( Now Wells Fargo Bank) on 
2 
December 6, 1999 now becomes the final decision as to all parties 
to the above mentioned action. 
DATED this^J^day of June, 2002 
ijerald N. EngsKfom 
/'Attorneys for "Plaintiff 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true' and correct copy of the above and 
foregoing Notice of Appeal was posted in the United States mail, 
postage prepaid, on the ^^ day of June, 2002, and addressed to: 
UTAH STATE SUPREME COURT 
450 South State Street 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-0210 
STEPHEN C. TINGEY and MELISSA HERRING BAILEY 
Ray, Quinney & Nebeker 
P. 0. Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
3 
